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ABOUT THE CVCA

The Trade Commissioner Service helps Canadian businesses
grow with confidence by connecting them with our funding and
support programs, international opportunities, and its network of
Trade Commissioners in more than 160 cities worldwide.
Le Service des délégués commerciaux aide les entreprises
canadiennes à se développer en toute confiance en leur
donnant accès à nos programmes de financement et de soutien,
à des débouchés internationaux et à notre réseau de délégués
commerciaux dans plus de 160 villes du monde entier.

ABOUT THE TRADE COMMISSIONER SERVICE
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Message from
Kim Furlong

Message from
Sara Wilshaw

Chief Executive Officer,
Canadian Venture Capital & Private Equity Association (CVCA)

Assistant Deputy Minister and Chief Trade Commissioner,
Global Affairs Canada

Welcome to the 2022 edition of The 50: A Guide to The Canadian Venture Capital Ecosystem. This is our

I am delighted to present the second edition of The 50: A Guide to The Canadian Venture Capital

second annual guidebook aimed at showcasing a diverse group of Canadian Venture Capital investors.

Ecosystem. Last year’s inaugural edition was used extensively by Canada’s Trade Commissioners

Despite recent global market volatility and macroeconomic pressures, domestic and international GPs
and LPs are eager to do business in and across Canada. Solid companies are being built from coast
to coast and smaller ecosystems in Alberta, Saskatchewan and the Atlantic are vibrant and showing
promise.
Fund of Funds programs such as the Canadian government’s Venture Capital Action Plan (VCAP) and
the Venture Capital Catalyst Initiative (VCCI) have been key to Canada’s growth in the last decade.
In 2013, the Canadian government seized on the opportunity to position Canada as a global leader
in innovation and entrepreneurship and recognized venture capital as the partner of choice. These

featured in this updated publication will demonstrate, Canada’s VC community is strong, dynamic and
poised for future growth.
As part of the Government of Canada’s commitment to supporting innovation and helping Canadian
businesses to succeed in international markets, the global network of the Canadian Trade Commissioner
Service (TCS) knows how important it is to attract foreign financial investment and capital for Canadian
VC funds. The depth and breadth of the Canadian VC ecosystem highlights how Canada is adapting and
succeeding in a shifting competitive landscape.

programs are a partnership with Canada’s growing professionally managed VC market. It’s one of the

Investor confidence in Canada continues to be strong as the Canadian VC ecosystem offers both

most successful public-private partnership in the country, providing a strong and diversified fund-of-

vibrancy and stability, positioning Canada as a top destination for global investment. Canada excels

funds where investors own a slice of more than 150 different companies spanning different subsectors,

at bringing in talent and capital as we are at the forefront of evolving trends in business practices and

investment stages, and geographic regions, all while providing a return to Canadian taxpayers.

technology. The Toronto-Waterloo Corridor, for example, represents the largest tech cluster in North

Canada’s innovation market has grown exponentially, transforming Canadian companies into global
leaders, garnering investment interest from international investors and the attention of the foreign press.
While Canada’s VC market has seen recent performance mirror global trends, our healthy pipeline of
startups remains. As you’ll see across the next few pages, the early stages, particularly the seed stage,
are experiencing an increase in deal-making.
Our innovation centres are doubling down on helping Canadian companies scale. In June, Communitech,
a Kitchener, Ontario-based innovation hub, released its True North Strategy, focusing on Canadian
companies with the highest growth potential using data, and will apply the best coaches, money, and
training to boost access to talent, sales, and capital.
As I mentioned last year in my note, Canada’s ecosystem has also benefited from the involvement of our
largest public pension funds. Canada’s top pension funds have a global reputation for their investment
approach and returns. CVCA members such as The Canada Pension Plan Investment Board (CPPIB), The
Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec (Caisse), and The Ontario Municipal Employees Retirement
System (OMERS) have played key roles in fueling the growth of some of Canada’s biggest exits. While
their international reputation is due to much more than their exposure to VC, their presence is a strong
sign for Canada’s continued growth trajectory.
Learn more about some of these Canadian investors here.
Please explore this year’s publication and learn about some of the CVCA members for which we advocate.
You can view our complete directory to see all the organizations in our membership. I encourage you to
use The 50 as a guide as you consider the tremendous opportunities that are waiting for you in Canada.
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abroad to promote the Canadian VC ecosystem to Limited Partners across the globe. As the firms

America outside of Silicon Valley and other top-ranking hubs can be found all across the country from
Vancouver to Kanata. Canada also boasts a diverse and highly educated talent pool, global market
access, strong support for innovation, and low business costs. But don’t take my word for it, your peers
have already seen the benefits of investing in Canada – come join them!
I encourage you to explore Canada’s VC ecosystem and the venture capital firms profiled in this
publication. If you are interested, reach out to your local Canadian Trade Commissioner who can facilitate
a warm introduction, or email our Global Practice Lead, Venture Capital and International Liaison Officer
at the CVCA at monica.ambelezkarrer@international.gc.ca.

Snapshot of
Canada’s VC Ecosystem

$6.2 BILLION

total invested into

371 DEALS

activity, but a 34% drop in dollars invested. Certn, a Victoria-

province’s history, with $78M invested in 11 deals in the first

based company specializing in background checks, was the

half of this year. The top disclosed deal for NS in Q2 was from

recipient of the largest deal in the province this quarter, raising

AgTech Milk Moovement which closed a $25.8M Series A round

$65M from Inovia Capital and other investors.

from a consortium of US investors.

Alberta experienced a strong first half of this year, with 56

The trend for Atlantic Canada’s strong H1 is also seen in New

deals and $481M invested in H1, already surpassing investment

Brunswick, with 6 deals totalling $23M, surpassing 2020’s

activity in both value and deal count compared to 2020’s annual

in total investment value for the province. Also, PEI saw 1

total, and is on pace to exceed 2021’s record year. Although the

deal totalling $3M (Fintech PayTic’s Seed Round from Build

bulk of dollars invested were largely closed in Q1 ($411M in Q1

Ventures, Island Capital Partners and others), which is higher

vs $70M in Q2), the province did see a 55% increase in deals

than the total investment value for 2021 in the province. The

closed quarter-over-quarter.

rise of investment in this region indicates a growing amount of

Nova Scotia also set a record for the highest level of investment
for H1 in recent years and the second highest deal count in the

Top Sectors per Province
by Number of Deals
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SASKATCHEWAN

MANITOBA

ICT

ICT
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ICT

LIFE SCIENCES

LIFE SCIENCES

OTHERS

AGRIBUSINESS
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OTHERS

AGRIBUSINESS
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7
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11

2

158
$807M

British
Columbia

$481M

Alberta

$119M

Saskatchewan

64
1

11
$23M

Manitoba

$3B

The top 3 provinces for VC investment in the first half of 2022
(H1) include Ontario, Quebec, and British Columbia; these
provinces closed the first half of this year with investment
levels surpassing their 2020 annual levels, and are on track to
exceed pre-pandemic levels on an annualized basis.
Ontario received 49% of all Canadian investments in the first
half of 2022 with $3B invested across 158 deals, with the
majority of the investment activity focused on Toronto-based
companies ($2.8B over 123 deals). The largest disclosed deal
in the province this quarter was also the largest in Canada in
Q2. The investment was made in Toronto-based Cybersecurity

$1.7b

$11M

Newfoundland
and Labrador

6

$1M

Ontario

8

4

New Brunswick

$3M

Prince Edward
Island

investable companies out of Atlantic Canada.

20

6

13

3

12

1
1

1
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NEW BRUNSWICK

NOVA SCOTIA

ICT

ICT

ICT
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OTHERS

LIFE SCIENCES

AGRIBUSINESS

CLEANTECH
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PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND

NEWFOUNDLAND &
LABRADOR

96
31

18

34

4

2

13

8
2

OTHERS
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1

$78M

Nova Scotia

Québec

company Tailscale Inc. which closed a $128M Series B round
from a consortium of US investors.
Quebec-based companies received 27% of all VC investment
activity in H1, investing $1.7B or 27% into 64 deals. The largest
disclosed investments in the province closed in Q1, with
Montreal-based EdTech Paper and Montreal-based Ventus
Therapeautics each closing $342M and $180M respectively.
British Columbia received 13% ($807M over 58 deals) and
$807M in total investment in H1 ‘22. Q2 in the province saw
an additional $321M invested across 31 deals, a 15% boost in

ICT

1

LIFE SCIENCES

3

ICT

1

All data in The 50 is powered by

CVCA provides quarterly VC market overviews for a complete and constantly
updated look at Canada's private capital landscape.
Access the reports at cvca.ca.
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VCAP/VCCI
Fund of Fund Managers

HarbourVest is an independent, global, diverse private markets asset manager seeking to
deliver innovative, investable opportunities and strong results to its clients across private
markets. HarbourVest approaches markets proactively and tactically, utilizing meaningful
insights, global scale, and a globally integrated investment platform built and refined over
time to provide differentiated access and custom solutions across core investment themes.
With over 40 years of experience and more than $100 billion in assets under management, as
of June 30, 2022, the Firm’s powerful global platform offers clients investment opportunities
through private equity, private credit, and infrastructure & real assets investments in
commingled funds or separately managed accounts. HarbourVest has more than 950

Public-Private
Partnerships in Canada

employees, including more than 190 investment professionals across Asia, Europe, and the
Americas. This global team has committed more than $52 billion to newly formed funds,
completed over $43 billion in secondary purchases, and invested over $31 billion directly in
operating companies since inception. Partnering with HarbourVest, clients have access to
customized solutions, longstanding relationships, and actionable insights.

Kensington Capital Partners is a leading Canadian alternative assets manager with over 25
years of experience. Founded in 1996, and with offices in Toronto, Vancouver and Calgary,
Kensington has invested more than $2.4 billion to date. Kensington operates a highly
Across Canada, leveraged public money has been used

the growth of a strong domestic VC industry following the

diversified strategy across the private markets, investing in venture capital, growth equity

to attract private investment and has helped to bolster the

2008 financial crisis.

and mid-market buyouts. Kensington also employs a hybrid approach by combining direct

country’s innovation ecosystem. There are both federal and
provincial Public Private Partnerships (P3s) in Canada.

The success of VCAP gave rise to a follow-on program, the
Venture Capital Catalyst Initiative (VCCI). Announced in 2017,

Typically, these P3s are structured so that the federal or

VCCI received CAD $450M and is expected to inject a total

provincial government provides capital to a crown corporation

of over CAD $1.7B in the Canadian innovation ecosystem,

or arms length entity. The crown corporation or third-party

continuing the success of VCAP in accelerating the growth

entity then invests these public funds into Canadian VC

of high potential Canadian companies and supporting the

funds and/or fund-of-funds. Some will also make investments

creation of thousands of middle-class jobs.

directly into Canadian companies. These investments may
be made along with, or matched by the private sector.

The success of the 2013 and 2017 programs resulted in the
announcement of a renewed VCCI in the 2021 Canadian

Of the existing programs and funds, there is one major

federal budget. The renewed VCCI allocates an additional

federal P3 program.

CAD $450M over five years. The program is now underway,

Announced in 2013, Canada’s Venture Capital Action Plan

with an announcement of Stream 1 taking place in Fall 2022.

(VCAP) was the result of the Government of Canada’s

All of these combined public and private sector investments

recognition of VC’s vital role in Canada’s economic future

are managed by investment professionals under competitive

and the long-term prosperity of all Canadians. VCAP was the

market forces.

Government of Canada’s response to reignite and catalyze

investments and co-investments with a fund-of-funds program. The approach is based on the
belief that there are strong upside opportunities across the private markets, but the additional
risk in these investments can be effectively managed through diversification. As a result,
Kensington’s active management approach and relationship-based business has generated
top quartile returns for investors.

Northleaf Capital Partners is a global private markets investment firm with more than US$21
billion in private equity and venture capital, private credit and infrastructure commitments
raised to date from public, corporate and multi-employer pension plans, endowments,
foundations, financial institutions and family offices. Northleaf’s team of 200 professionals,
located in Toronto, Chicago, London, Los Angeles, Melbourne, Menlo Park, Montreal and
New York, is focused exclusively on sourcing, evaluating and managing private markets
investments globally. Its portfolio includes more than 500 active investments in more than 40
countries, with a focus on mid-market companies and assets.
Northleaf is one of Canada’s most active venture capital investors and has played a leadership
role in the development of many successful venture capital / growth equity funds in Canada.
Northleaf has been making direct investments in later-stage and high growth Canadian
companies since 2008, leveraging its well-established relationships with leading fund
managers, institutional investors and entrepreneurs.
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Teralys Capital is the leading Canadian private fund manager financing venture capital funds
investing in innovative businesses in information technologies, life sciences, and clean or

foods, agriculture, life sciences, and consumer sectors. In addition, we actively support earlier-

industrial innovations. Our partner funds cover the entire investment spectrum from early-

stage companies through our co-investment programs, with an emphasis on cleantech and

stage start-ups to expansion, growth, and technology buy-outs.

inclusive trade.

With more than $2 billion in assets under management invested across specialized portfolios

Managed by a dedicated team, we invest independently or in partnership with institutional

of funds in over 1,500 underlying technology companies, Teralys is the largest innovation-

investors under standard industry terms, conditions and return expectations.

focused investor in Canada. Teralys has been supported since inception in 2009 by its many
partners including several long-term local and international investors.

VC Investment Arms
of Federal Crown Corporations

BDC Capital is the investment arm of BDC, Canada’s Business Development Bank. With over
$6 billion under management, BDC Capital serves as a strategic partner to the country’s
most innovative firms. It offers businesses a full spectrum of capital, from seed investments
to growth equity, supporting Canadian entrepreneurs who have the ambition to stand out on
the world stage.
As Canada’s most active venture capital investor, BDC Capital is actively investing through its
early-stage venture capital funds like the Thrive Venture Fund, the Deep Tech Venture Fund,
the Industrial Innovation Venture Fund, the Industrial, Clean, Energy Technology (ICE) Venture
Fund and IT Venture Fund, as well as its late-stage Growth Venture Co-Investment Fund and

EDC’s goal is to enable Canadian companies to execute on their growth plans and increase
their share of international business opportunities.

Provincial
VC Investment Arms

Alberta Enterprise Corporation promotes the development of Alberta’s venture capital industry
by investing in venture capital funds that finance technology companies. Alberta Enterprise
focuses on funds that have a strong commitment to Alberta – including a full-time presence
in the province. In addition to financial capital, Alberta Enterprise supports Alberta’s venture
capital ecosystem by connecting investors, entrepreneurs, and experienced technology
executives who share our passion for building a bright, innovative Alberta. As of October
2022, Alberta Enterprise has committed C$318 million for investment to twenty-nine venture
capital funds including Accelerate Funds I, II and III, covering a diverse range of forwardlooking industries including information technology, energy and industrial technology, and
life sciences.

Growth Equity Partners team. BDC Capital also offers specialized investment support from
its Growth and Transition Capital, IP-Backed Financing and Cleantech Practice teams. In
addition, its Fund of Funds team plays a leadership role in the industry by investing in worldclass Canadian venture capital and private equity funds. BDC Capital continues to deliver on
its ambitious mandate to support and significantly impact the Canadian venture capital and
innovation ecosystems.

Bioindustrial Innovation Canada (BIC) is Canada’s sustainable chemistry business accelerator
focused on providing critical strategic investment, advice and services to business developers
with clean, green and sustainable technology. Through its Sustainable Chemistry Alliance
Investment (SCA) Fund, BIC invests in early-stage companies, and since its inception has
invested over $20 million in 32 companies, leveraged over $355 million in third-party
investment, supported the creation of over 5,000 jobs for Canadians and the reduction of

Export Development Canada (EDC) is a financial Crown corporation dedicated to helping
Canadian businesses make an impact at home and abroad. EDC has the financial products
and knowledge Canadian companies need to confidently enter new markets, reduce financial
risk and grow their business as they go from local to global. Together, EDC and Canadian
companies are building a more prosperous, stronger and sustainable economy for all
Canadians.
Through EDC’s Investments Program, we support Canadian companies that are looking to
accelerate their international growth by providing equity capital solutions. Our focus is
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over 1 megaton in CO2 emissions through its portfolio companies.
BIC is focused on enabling Canada to become a globally recognized leader in sustainability
by investing in companies that:
•

convert renewable biomass resources into value-added bioenergy, biofuel, biochemical
and biomaterials

•

efficiently use the world’s limited resources through innovative technologies

•

recover and reuse the world’s limited resources within the circular economy

onmaking direct and fund investments into high-potential Canadian mid-market companies in

for use in a multitude of commercial applications along the chemistry value chain to advanced

advanced manufacturing, diversified industries, advanced technology, cleantech, sustainable

manufacturing including automotive and aerospace.
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BIC further supports its portfolio companies by providing technical and business advice and
services, enabling these companies to remove barriers to commercialization.
As a leader in the emerging Canadian low-carbon economy, BIC-supported companies are on
track to reduce over 13 megatons of GHG emissions by 2030 while growing Canada’s clean,
green and sustainable innovation economy.

In May 2021, the British Columbia (B.C.) government introduced legislation to support the
operations of InBC Investment Corp. (InBC), a new strategic investment fund with $500 million
to invest. Developed in consultation with a broad range of stakeholders in the economic
ecosystem, InBC focuses on driving innovation, sustainability and inclusiveness into B.C.’s
economy. InBC is designed to attract investment, create quality jobs and diversify B.C.’s
economy.
InBC invests in high-growth potential funds and businesses in British Columbia, and leverages
investments from the private and public sectors to help businesses grow. InBC has a “triple
bottom line” investment mandate to value people, planet and profit, aiming to:
•

establish B.C. as a globally competitive low carbon jurisdiction;

•

promote values that make life better for people in B.C., including quality job creation,
advancing reconciliation with Indigenous Peoples, promoting diversity and inclusion; and

•

achieve a financial return on investment.

Venture Ontario, the venture capital agency of the government of Ontario, was created
to promote and develop the venture capital sector in Ontario, so that more high-potential
venture capital funds and technology companies have access to the capital needed to
grow and prosper. The principal business of Venture Ontario is to develop and manage
the venture capital investment portfolio on behalf of the Government of Ontario. Venture
Ontario’s investment activities have resulted in nearly $400 million invested in VC funds and
high-potential technology companies. Venture Ontario’s venture capital investments have
supported globally recognized, market leading companies such as Shopify and ecobee.

Investissement Quebec plays an active role in Québec’s economic development by supporting
the creation and growth of businesses of all sizes with investments and customized financial
solutions. As a major player in Québec’s venture capital markets, Investissement Quebec
invests directly and indirectly in Québec businesses that develop innovative, forward-looking
projects. It contributes to the growth and innovation of promising young companies. As the
sponsor and manager of several investment funds, Investissement Quebec also contributes
to the financing of high-potential businesses by providing access to specialized support
services and a network of high-value contacts. Operating in all of the province’s administrative
regions, the Corporation assists businesses by providing consulting services and other
support measures, including technological assistance available from Investissement Québec
– CRIQ. In addition, through Investissement Québec International, the Corporation prospects
for talent and foreign investment, and assists Quebec businesses with export activities.
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Most Active
VC Firms & Funds
# Rounds Size of Total Rounds* ($M)
BDC Capital
Thin Air Labs
Investissement Québec
Inovia Capital Inc.
Panache Ventures
Conexus Venture Capital
The51 Ventures Fund
Export Development Canada (EDC)
Yaletown Partners Inc
MaRS Investment Accelerator Fund (IAF)

43
19
16
13
13
13
11
10
10
10

# ROUNDS

SIZE OF TOTAL ROUNDS*
(CDN$ MIL)

CONEXUS VENTURE CAPITAL

13

$44

DESJARDINS CAPITAL

9

$218

FONDS DE SOLIDARITÉ FTQ

8

$377

FMR LLC (FIDELITY)

3

$271

CONCONI GROWTH PARTNERS

3

$18

FTX VENTURES

2

$244

CAISSE DE DÉPÔT ET PLACEMENT DU QUÉBEC (CDPQ)

2

$167

ROAD CAPITAL

2

$80

MKB (MACKINNON, BENNETT & COMPANY INC.)

2

$72

BLACKROCK INC.

2

$55

# ROUNDS

SIZE OF TOTAL ROUNDS*
(CDN$ MIL)

BDC CAPITAL

43

$1,507

INVESTISSEMENT QUÉBEC

16

$421

EXPORT DEVELOPMENT CANADA (EDC)

10

$394

NEW BRUNSWICK INNOVATION FOUNDATION (NBIF)

7

$23

FONDACTION

4

$252

# ROUNDS

SIZE OF TOTAL ROUNDS*
(CDN$ MIL)

VENBRIDGE

33

$7

MOST ACTIVE PENSION, RETAIL, CORPORATE
& OTHER PUBLIC FUNDS

$1,507
$8
$421
$525
$52
$44
$32
$394
$92

MOST ACTIVE GOVERNMENT FUNDS

$32

# ROUNDS

SIZE OF TOTAL ROUNDS*
(CDN$ MIL)

THIN AIR LABS

19

$8

INOVIA CAPITAL INC.

13

$525

PANACHE VENTURES

13

$52

THE51 VENTURES FUND

11

$32

YALETOWN PARTNERS INC

10

$92

MARS INVESTMENT ACCELERATOR FUND (IAF)

10

$32

ESPRESSO CAPITAL LTD.

13

$38

GOLDEN TRIANGLE ANGEL NETWORK (GTAN)

9

$27

CIBC INNOVATION BANKING

10

$224

FIRST FUND

8

$2

SILICON VALLEY BANK

2

$21

GOLDEN VENTURES

7

$353

ANGES QUÉBEC CAPITAL / AQC CAPITAL

7

$29

MOST ACTIVE PRIVATE INDEPENDENT FIRMS

MOST ACTIVE FIRMS IN VC DEBT DEALS

* Total deal values - includes all participating investors
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VC Activity by Stage
$5,700

$5,500
296

$5,000

2018 2019 2020 2021

ICT

H1
2022

2018 2019 2020 2021

H1
2022
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•

By the end of the second quarter this year, VC investment
in ICT had surpassed 2020 levels (by comparison, ICT garnered $2.3B via 278 deals in 2020). The majority of dollars
invested in ICT were closed in Q1 (77%), largely explained by
overflow from 2021. Investment in Life Sciences slowed in
Q2 but is also on track to exceed 2020 levels by year end.

H1
2022

•

•

2018 2019 2020 2021

50
$121

24

39

$177

29

$91

$188

30

$142

24

CLEANTECH

$ Millions Invested

The Information, Communications & Technology (ICT) sector
received two-thirds of the investment in the first half of this
year, with $4.1B invested across 205 deals. Life Sciences
received 10% of the investment with $622M across 55 deals.

33

2018 2019 2020 2021

LIFE SCIENCES

•

51

23

H1
2022

$1,500
$1,000

0

# Deals

Cleantech closed strong in the first half of 2022 (H1 2022),
already surpassing 2020’s investment levels and on pace
to match 2021’s record by the end of 2022. The strong
performance in cleantech during an otherwise slower VC
environment demonstrates GPs’ continued focus on ESG as
we enter the second half of 2022.
Similar to cleantech, Agribusiness finished strong in H1 with
33% higher investment than all of 2020, and on pace to
exceed 2021’s level in both deal value and deal count.value
and deal count.

83

$3,096

150

SEED

H1
2022

74

75

76

60
32

2018 2019 2020 2021

H1
2022

2018 2019 2020 2021

EARLY
STAGE

H1
2022

LATER
STAGE
$ Millions Invested

The first half of 2022 closed with anticipated continuation
of market normalization that started in Q1 of this year,
with Q2 seeing deal value in decline across almost all
stages of VC investment.
However, the notable exception was activity in seed stage
investments, which closed Q2 with the highest quarter on
record for both investment value and deal count, indicating
that VC investments into seed stage companies are
insulated from public market uncertainties that may have
greater impact on later- and growth-stage companies.
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180
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168

$2,491
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182
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32

$699

$272

55

$410

49

$300

87

182

$236

$1,803

100
$622

$1,000

115

$1,158

$652

99

$1,066

115

219

$158

$2,340

150

$2,000

0

200

205

$2,411

$3,000

250

$4,051

$4,299

$4,000

193

$3,000

278

$5,000

$3,500

$1,688

300

240

$2,720

312

$269

$6,000

303

242

$4,000

$465

350

270

$739

$7,000

300

$4,500

$377

400

$270

$8,000

330

$2,699

450

$4,870

$9,000

360

$1,896

468

361

$5,600

$1,557

500

390

$1,480

$9,771

$10,000

$5,685

VC Activity by Sector

5
H1
2022

30
0

GROWTH
EQUITY

# Deals

The biggest year-over-year declines are seen in later
and growth stage VC investments, with deal values
normalizing after the outlier year in 2021, but on track
to surpass 2020 and return to pre-pandemic levels.
Macroeconomic conditions including inflation concerns,
a tighter monetary environment and public market
slowdown are correlated with slower investments into
companies at these stages.
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VC Exits

Top Disclosed Exits

Exit activity in the first half of this year saw a significant decline from the previous year with no IPOs in H1.
US data shows a similar trend as VC-backed public listings reached a 13-year quarterly low in Q2. Rising
interest rates, inflation and supply chain uncertainties have led to both investors and companies waiting
to go public or exit amid choppy market conditions.
Mergers & Acquisitions (M&A) activity for the first half of the year saw quite a decline when compared to
the previous year with 16 exits and an investment value of $206M.
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GOLDEN VENTURES, SILICON VALLEY BANK,
MAVERON, FOUNDERS FUND, CASSIUS
FAMILY MANAGEMENT LLC, KDWC CAPITAL,
FLIGHT VENTURES, NOVEL TMT VENTURES
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CVCA’s
Corporate Venture
Members

BCF Ventures, ranked for two consecutive years as a Top 100 Global Corporate Venture
Capital Fund, is a pioneer in Canada as being the first CVC launched by a law firm. Unlike
typical CVC funds, the uniqueness is our inclusion of global family offices as additional Limited
Partners, which means our first priority is to generate a financial return, and no need in having
strategic partnerships with the law firm.
We invest in software companies across various industries in the US, Canada and Israel. With
a demonstrated investment track record placing us in a Tier 1 of global performance for IRR/

The Rise of
Corporate Venture
Capital in Canada

TPVI, we have successfully deployed a multi-stage investment strategy from pre-seed until
Series B.
BCF Ventures has developed a unique trifecta model to accelerate growth within our portfolio
companies through expertise on intellectual property, strategic partnerships, and a vast
network of global corporate co-investment partners.
BCF Ventures is the only Canadian VC fund with a partnership with Canada’s SCALE AI super
cluster to deploy acceleration programs with startups in supply chain and artificial intelligence.
As we expand our unique investment model to keep adding external limited partners, we aim
to work closely with Corporations, global Family Offices and Fund of Funds.

A 2022 report from Bain & Company shows corporate venture

hedge against unknown threats, and get the first look at

capital (CVC) funds are on the rise; CVC-backed investment

disruptive technologies that can add value to the company

has risen from 11 percent of total global venture capital value

in the long run.

to around one-quarter over the past ten years.

Following the global trend, investment into private companies

It is not a surprise that in Canada, the number of CVCs are

scaled back their investment pace in 2022. However, at the

also on the rise. Over the last year alone, six corporates

early stages, particularly the seed stage, there has been

launched venture arms, an area where Canada had lagged

an increase in deal making signalling a healthy pipeline of

other countries. VC partnerships provide corporations with a

startups in Canada, the target of most CVCs.

new and more robust mechanism to stay ahead of the curve,

Launched in January 2022, Deloitte Ventures is a fund with $150M of capital committed
from Deloitte Canada to invest in the most promising and visionary technology companies
to supercharge the growth of Canadian technology ecosystem. We prioritize software-led
technology companies that have validated product-market fit (with over $1 million in revenue).
We focus on verticals that are aligned or adjacent to services that Deloitte provides such as
Data & AI, HealthTech, WorkTech, FinTech, Cyber and ESG. We strive to accelerate the growth
of our portfolio companies by leveraging our distribution channel and harnessing our firm’s
expertise to help our portfolio companies navigate their various challenges and opportunities
through 1:1 mentorship, client introductions, etc.). We are excited to work with the next
generation of superstar founders and their teams to grow and advance Canada’s technology
ecosystem on the world stage. All Investments are and will be made in accordance with all
professional and regulatory requirements applicable to Deloitte.
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OMERS Ventures is a global, early-stage tech investor. We focus on Series A, B and C investments,
backing founders building big, scaleable businesses solving important problems. Our first
cheque is typically US$5M- 25M. We cover Canada, USA and Europe and our investments span
a variety of themes. Our affiliation with OMERS, a pension fund with over $121Bn in assets and
a global investment platform across all major asset classes, provides OMERS Ventureswith a
world class network to tap into and the ability to play the long game.

As one of Canada’s most active corporate venture capital funds, TELUS Ventures invests
in the entrepreneurs that will deliver the next generation of advancements in digital
health technologies, agtech and packaged goods, consumer connectivity and enterprise
enablement - all supporting the broader TELUS strategy, the markets in which it operates and
the customers it serves.
TELUS Ventures leverages the broader TELUS ecosystem to maximize long-term growth and
invests alongside other Tier 1 investors, both financial and corporate VCs, as a lead or as part
of a syndicate, and commits to meaningful investment, helps guide corporate strategies and
actively drives commercial expansion.
With a global mandate, TELUS Ventures also supports the growth of the impact investing
ecosystem across the world and has invested in over 100 market leading companies across
North America, Australia, the UK, South East Asia and the Middle East. Proud of its commitment
to socially responsible investing, TELUS Ventures was the first CVC in North America and only
VC in Canada to reach Diversio Level II accreditation.

At $100-million the TELUS Pollinator Fund for Good is one of the world’s largest corporate
social impact funds investing in for-profit companies and founders whose core business seeks
to make the world a better place. The Pollinator Fund invests in companies at Seed to Series
A with next-generation solutions in four key areas: responsible agriculture, transformative
healthcare, sustainability and inclusive communities. These pillars build on TELUS’ long
standing commitment to social capitalism and a steadfast belief that companies can generate
positive financial returns and measurable social impacts. We also leverage the full strength
of TELUS’ global leadership in technology and commercial networks, to support our portfolio
companies. From providing strategic guidance and insights, to meaningful introductions and
opening doors, we optimize corporate relationships and our broad network to enable each
portfolio company to maximize its competitive differentiation, growth and impact.
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Foreign VCs Active in Canada

BELGIUM
Investor
THEODORUS
INVESTMENT FUNDS

Number
of Deals

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

2

$15

GERMANY
Investor

UNITED STATES

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

4

$59

GLOBAL FOUNDERS
CAPITAL

Number
of Deals

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

GREYLOCK PARTNERS

4

$102

MAPLE VC

4

$224

ACCEL

3

$912

SALESFORCE VENTURES

3

$468

SEQUOIA CAPITAL

3

$359

TRIBE CAPITAL

3

$287

PLUG AND PLAY TECH CENTER / PLUG
& PLAY VENTURES

3

$14

TECHSTARS VENTURES

6

$6

DELTA-V CAPITAL, LLC

2

$126

2

$145

2

$55

HARBOURVEST PARTNERS, LLC

4

$203

ACCOMPLICE, LLC

2

$44

Investor

2

$51

TELEGRAPH HILL
CAPITAL

2

$7

SOFTBANK CAPITAL

4

$812

GAINGELS

4

$320

TIGER GLOBAL MANAGEMENT LLC

3

$1,101

WHITE STAR CAPITAL

3

$145

INSIGHT PARTNERS

2

$141

FJ LABS

2

$83

BLACKROCK INC.

2

$55

BESSEMER VENTURE PARTNERS

2

$11

4

$272

Investor

Number
of Deals

CALIFORNIA

FRANCE
Investor

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

2

$17

QUANTONATION VC
FUND

SWITZERLAND

COLORADO

Number
of Deals

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

INDEX VENTURES

2

$159

MERCURIA ENERGY

2

$55

Number
of Deals

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

2

$170

Investor

CONNECTICUT
TEN COVES CAPITAL

Number
of Deals

FLORIDA
NOVA FLEET

MASSACHUSETTS

SPAIN

MINNESOTA
ARTHUR VENTURES

NORTH CAROLINA
IDEA FUND PARTNERS

NEW YORK

OHIO
DRIVE CAPITAL
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ISRAEL
Investor
GREENSOIL PROPTECH
VENTURES

Number
of Deals

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

3

$66

BAHAMAS
Investor
FTX VENTURES

Number
of Deals

Size of Total
Rounds ($M)

2

$244
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CVCA’s
Foreign
VC Members

Saltagen Ventures is an early stage venture capital firm
that invests in science and technology based startups
with an investment strategy focusing on the verticals of
bioscience technology, biomedical technology, artificial
intelligence & machine learning, media technology and
education technology. We look for startups that have
strong defensibility and patentable technology.
Since our team of investment professionals has decades
of experience as entrepreneurs, investors and asset
managers in the North American and Asian markets,
which has led us to develop a venture fund house
capable of realizing this opportunity.
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Voyager Capital invests in transformative early-stage B2B
technology companies based in the Cascadia region of
North America (Western Canada, Oregon, Washington).

Saltagen grants startup founders a diversity of international

The Cascadia region is brimming with talent, particularly

partners and networks, providing them with knowledge

in the sectors Voyager describes as operational agility,

of both sides of the Pacific and choice to scale their

vertical software, customer experience, innovative digital

businesses at a quick pace for global disruption. Saltagen

technology, workforce enablement and future of work.

has successfully created a venture scaling conduit across

Voyager is a deeply connected, hands-on investor,

the Pacific to the markets of Asia, including the Greater

funding companies with proven customer traction and

Bay Area via Hong Kong as a strategic base.

high-performing management teams.
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In our rapidly changing world, there is
no better place than Canada to invest.

Global investors are recognizing Canada
as the best country to start or expand a
business.
Canada brings the best mix of what is important to
international investors:
•
•
•
•
•

a diverse and inclusive economy
a skilled and talented workforce
accessible programs to boost innovation
extensive and well-connected transportation
infrastructure
a stable political and economic landscape with
open access to the world

Canada is a vibrant and exciting place to build on
competitive advantages, commercialize new inventions
and connect to global supply chains. In Canada, postsecondary institutions cooperate with forward-looking
companies and make innovative breakthroughs.
Canada is strengthening its position as a global tech
hub through public–private investment.

Canada is where new technologies come to
life. Where values, knowledge and creativity
come together to shape the future.

As a global leader in cutting edge R&D, Canada
supports investors with significant incentives for largescale industry partnerships and challenges them to
work together on ambitious, market-driven proposals to
supercharge innovation ecosystems.
For example, the Strategic Innovation Fund (SIF) bolsters
business investments in Canada’s most dynamic sectors
by supporting innovative business activities such as
R&D projects, firm expansion, attraction of large-scale
investments to Canada and collaborative technology
demonstration projects. Focussing on support requests
over $10 million, the fund connects hundreds of projects
to other programs and services.
Where people connect and come together, ideas are
born. Clusters in Canada are areas of intense business
activity – hotbeds ripe for innovation. Through strategic
investments, Canada is supporting business-led Global
Innovation Clusters with the greatest potential to
energize the economy and become engines of growth.
Matched dollar-for-dollar by the private sector, five
clusters pull together more than 450 businesses, 60
post-secondary academic institutions and 180 other
participants in sectors covering more than threequarters of Canada’s economy.

Investors choose Canada
for top talent and
lower costs:

Investors choose Canada
for innovation:

#1 FOR INTERNATIONAL WORKERS
Canada is the most desirable country for international
workers. (Boston Consulting Group, Decoding Global
Talent, March 2021)

5 GLOBAL INNOVATION CLUSTERS
Sector-specific global innovation clusters – in
Digital Technology, Protein Industries, Advanced
Manufacturing, AI-driven Supply Chains, and Oceans
– support industry innovation.

#1 FOR ENTREPRENEURS
Canada is first in attracting and retaining
entrepreneurs. (OECD, Indicators of Talent
Attractiveness, May 2019)

#1 IN COST OF DOING BUSINESS
Canada ranks as having the lowest overall cost
of doing business out of 17 major manufacturing
exporting countries. (KPMG/The Manufacturing
Institute, Cost of manufacturing operations around
the globe, 2020)

TOP 3 IN FDI CONFIDENCE
Canada is in the top 3 in FDI Confidence for the fifth
year in a row. (Kearney FDI Confidence Index, 2022)

3 MAJOR AI RESEARCH CENTRES
Mila in Montréal, Vector Institute in Toronto, and Amii
in Edmonton build on Canada’s pioneering research
in artificial intelligence.

INNOVATION-FOCUSED TALENT
STEM grads in Canada increased by 51% from
2010 to 2018, adding to the world’s best-educated
workforce.

A COMMITMENT TO R&D
Canada is #1 in the G7 for higher education R&D
expenditures and #2 in the G7 for attracting venture
capital financing.

Bringing together industry, community
and government partners, Invest in Canada
offers customized services to promote,
facilitate and accelerate foreign direct
investment (FDI) into Canada.
Learn more at InvestCanada.ca

Together, we are fostering an innovative ecosystem that
connects foreign and domestic ingenuity with initiatives,
incentives and funding programs.
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MONTREAL, QUEBEC

OTHER OFFICES:
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OTHER OFFICES:
TORONTO, VANCOUVER
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HT
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EDUCATION TECHNOLOGY

SaaS
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$30M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

HT

LS

amplitudevc.com

amplifycapital.ca

AUM:

AI

Investment Thesis
Amplify Capital provides early-stage investment and long-term support to mission-driven
startups across North America. Our thesis is grounded in backing visionary founders
relentlessly solving urgent and material issues in healthcare, education, and the environment
through differentiated and scalable technologies.
Amplify Capital targets superior returns, and measurable impact outcomes set out in our fund
goals. Amplify’s investments make a deep impact and cater to broad markets with diverse
stakeholders, including the underserved. Our results to date have shown that our unique
impact lens and value add across diligence and post-investment support lowers risk and
enhances returns.

AUM:
$165 USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Canada boasts an innovation-rich healthcare ecosystem teeming with world-leading academic
and research centres. Amplitude unites innovators with the necessary capital and our builder
vision to create and scale great companies across two verticals where Canadian innovators
are world-leading – cellular and targeted therapy + Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning.
We focus on investing in rapidly scaling technology platforms and build the technology, team
and investor syndicate to enable companies to grow to public companies within 5-6 years from
our initial investment.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

IMPACT INVESTOR

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

IMPACT INVESTOR

Fund I (MaRS Catalyst Fund): 2016 vintage, Size - USD 4.7M, 10 portfolio companies (fully
deployed), 2 exits.
Fund II (Amplify Capital II LP): 2020 vintage, Size - USD 26.4M, 10 portfolio companies.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Amplitude Fund I invested ~$160M USD in 14 companies with 1 exit to date. The team previously
managed the BDC’s healthcare portfolio managing ~$200M USD in 13 companies with 6 exits.
Amplitude is currently raising Fund II with a target fund size of USD $200M.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

The IPO of Repare Therapeutics, our first investment, saw it become the largest ever for a
Canadian biotech company at the time. Our portfolio also includes Deep Genomics, Notch
Therapeutics, Prilenia and several other early-stage stealth mode companies with worldleading technology platforms.

Recent exits:
Inkblot Therapy – acquired in Q1 2021 by Green Shield Canada.
Chalk Education – acquired by Powerschool (NYSE:PWSC) in Q1 2022.
Select portfolio companies:
Knockri – Behavioural skills assessment tool improving diversity in the workplace.
Carbon Upcycling Technologies – CO2 conversion into high-performance advanced material
additives, currently reducing the cement industry’s emissions.
Verto – Digital twin technology revolutionizing healthcare delivery and interoperability.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Kathryn Wortsman, Managing Partner
A Canadian impact pioneer, Kathryn brings 25 years of experience
in the US and Canada as a founder, operator and private markets
investor. She holds numerous Board positions and guides the
Fund’s strategy and execution.

Our portfolio is tasked with solving for massive social and
environmental challenges and measuring their outcomes. We
partner with our portfolio companies to collaborate and design
impact metrics aligned with our core SDG targets in Health,
Education and the Environment. In addition, we provide ESG policy
best practices through B Corp assessment guidance, and policy
advice and implementation.

Seif Belhani, Partner
Seif has 15 years of international experience as an operator and
investor in the energy markets & VC space.
Daniel Armali, Principal
Daniel has a comprehensive direct investment in healthcare and
FoF experience at BDC and the Bank of Canada.
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Recent Investment Activity

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Amplitude was founded by the former healthcare investing team
at BDC Capital, led by partners Jean-Francois Pariseau and Dion
Madsen, and now includes a team of 12. The team previously
managed a $270 CAD million healthcare investment portfolio
from 2013-2018. They played a critical role in creating, building,
and growing two billion-dollar Canadian biotech success stories
(Clementia and Zymeworks), and financed two other successful
publicly-traded companies (Milestone Pharmaceuticals and
Profound Medical).

We are the only fund in Canada that combines a company creation
focus with the capital necessary to scale these businesses to
$Billion value. We have a deep team of skilled and experienced
business operators combined with a deep bench of scientific
expertise.

Our people drive our outcomes and reputation. Amplify’s team
brings a diverse and complementary set of education, experience,
potential, and cultural backgrounds. Together we are a team of wellrounded and driven professionals aligned with our core values of
Authenticity, Curiosity, Integrity, and Meritocracy.
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TORONTO, ONTARIO
MONTRÉAL, QUÉBEC

OTHER OFFICES:
MONTREAL, EDMONTON

SA

bkrcapital.ca

aqccapital.ca

AUM:
$90M USD

INTERESTS:
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Recent Investment Activity

Investment Thesis
AQC Capital invests in entrepreneurs building focused pre-seed/seed stage technology
companies looking to disrupt a global market. AQC’s focus is on Quebec-based startups and
startups looking to have an impact in Quebec ecosystem. We take a long-term approach
to investing, value creation and relationships. Our due-diligence process is conducted in
collaboration alongside angel investors with deep sectorial knowledge which allows us to invest
in a wide array of verticals.

AQC’s Fund I ($86M) invested in 53 companies with 4 exits to date. Examples of active current
investments include Inversago, Oneka Water and Ticksmith.
AQC’s Fund II ($78M). To date, 12 investments have been made. AQC’s Fund II is one of the
most active pre-seed/seed fund in Canada, latest investments include Gray Oncology, Maxa, and
Puzzle Medical Devices.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

We are investors in 65 startups. Notable recent investments include:
•
$5M Seed round in Clinia to help health organizations build trusted, personalized
navigation experiences for patients and care teams
•
$15M Series A of Axes AI, a fintech aiming to eradicate money laundering, addictive
gambling and illicit activities
•
5.2M Seed round in Haleo to build the future of sleeping disorders treatment.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

AQC Capital has a diverse team of eight investment professionals
led by four partners who have been entrepreneurs, operators, and
investors. We work with founders at the earliest stages to help them
become category leaders. The team is led by Serge Beauchemin, a
serial entrepreneur and investor. Other partners include Stéphane
Caron, Kalthoum Bouacida and Louis St-Jacques. Together, they
have deep cross-sectorial investment experience which combined
with AQC Capital’s unique approach has proven to deliver outsized
value-add to founders.

AQC Capital has built a unique approach to investing by leveraging
its team’s unique combination of investing, operational experience,
and its strategic partnership with the largest angel investor network
in Canada: Anges Québec. AQC and Anges Québec work together
during the due diligence as well as post-investment to open doors,
provide value-added insights, industry specific knowledge and
smart capital to entrepreneurs.
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SA

AUM:
$14M USD

INTERESTS:
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
BKR makes early and transformational investments in disruptive companies started by Black
founders. Our mandate is to invest in pre-seed and seed stage start-ups with 90% of them
based in Canada and 10% based internationally. We are sector-agnostic and partner only where
we can add value.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

Over the past year, BKR Capital has deployed USD 1.5M in six companies, already showing
great traction. Two of them, Treepz and Goodee, are currently preparing for their series A round.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

We invested in 6 companies to date: Fyyne, Treepz, Goodee, mIQ, Arternal and Protexxa, and
are looking to close the year with two additional portfolio companies.
It is a first-time fund, vintage 2021. Therefore, we do not have any exit yet.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

BKR Capital was co-founded by Lise Birikundavyi and Isaac
Olowolafe. Lise is a CFA charterholder with 15+ years’ experience
as an investment specialist with several international institutions
across North America, Asia, and Africa. A long-time advocate for
impact investing, she managed Jacobs’ Foundation edtech impact
investment fund amongst others. Isaac is a seasoned and awardwinning real estate entrepreneur, investor, and philanthropist.
Previous to BKR, Isaac founded Dream Makers Ventures (DMV),
a Toronto based early-stage venture firm which made early
investments in some of the fastest growing Canadian tech start-ups.

With only about 1% of total VC funding going to Black start-up
founders in North America, we have uniquely positioned ourselves
in the Canadian investment landscape as the VC fund focusing on
this missed opportunity. Our drive is simple – to effect system wide
changes that create a more equitable, diverse, and inclusive future
while fostering innovation and generating competitive financial
returns for our LPs. We are a team of entrepreneurs and operators
with years of experience funding and supporting startups. Through
our strategic partnerships, we provide our founders with long-term
mentorship, a global network and tailored support to enhance the
growth trajectory of their company.
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brandproject.com
boreal.vc

AUM:
$27M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Boreal Ventures supports the most promising Canadian technology companies from preseed to series A. The fund focuses on companies that have developed a technology moat,
with applied science and engineering at the core of their innovation. Through its partnership
with Centech, one of the largest incubators in the world, Boreal is uniquely positioned to
scout some of the most promising technology companies in Canada, and strives to build
bridges with local and international investors alike to become a partner of choice in the
Canadian landscape.

Recent Investment Activity

Boreal recently completed its second close to its first fund. As of today, the team has invested in
more than 10 companies at the pre-seed and seed stage.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

•
•
•

Puzzle Medical Devices (pre-seed)
Ditch Labs (pre-seed)
Haleo Clinic (seed stage). Co-led a 5.2M$ round.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

The fund is led by David Charbonneau. Prior to founding Boreal
Ventures, David worked at BDC Capital where he managed a $135M
early-stage venture fund. Before he joined BDC, David spent 4 years
in management consulting and strategy at KPMG-SECOR, where he
supported executives on investment decisions, strategic planning
and post-merger integration.

Thanks to its exclusive partnership with Centech, the companies
backed by the fund can count on the support of an extensive network
of entrepreneurs and advisors. Boreal also benefits from a first
look at the deal flow coming out of the incubator (one of Canada’s
largest, and Quebec’s largest source of early-stage dealflow). With
only 18 months of operations under its belt, the first investments
completed by the team have demonstrated significant traction and
have proven the model of supporting early-stage tech companies
out of the incubator, up to series A.

The fund is also supported by a team of more than 15+ entrepreneurs
in residence, venture partners, and advisors.
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AUM:
$100M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
BrandProject invests in visionary founders who understand the needs of today to build the
brands of tomorrow. We incubate and invest in early stage (pre-seed, seed, series A) consumer
facing brands who are defining the future of commerce across North America. BrandProject
is typically the first institutional investor on the cap table. BrandProject’s team gets heavily
involved in supporting our portfolio companies across marketing, brand, technology, finance,
strategy and operations.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

BrandProject Studio has made 32 investments since 2013 and has had 9 exits. BrandProject
Capital I is a US$43M fund that has made 12 investments since 2019 and has had one exit to date.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Since BrandProject’s inception, we have had the privilege to partner with some exceptional
brands including Freshly (sold to Nestle for US$1B), Chef’s Plate (sold to HelloFresh), Hello
(oral care brand which sold to Colgate Palmolive), Daily Harvest, Clutch, Our Place, and
Peachy, amongst others.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

BrandProject was founded in 2013 by Andrew Black (Founder,
Managing Partner), Andrew Bridge (Co-Founder & Partner,
Marketing & Operations) and Jay Bhatti (Co-Founder & CTO). Prior
to BrandProject, Andrew Black founded Virgin Mobile Canada with
Sir Richard Branson in 2004 and grew the business to over 1M
customers and $500M in revenues within five years. Prior to Virgin,
Andrew was President at LEGO Americas, US GM at Nike, and earlier
was VP Marketing-North America at Dr Pepper 7UP.

Since forming in 2013, BrandProject has been actively involved
in supporting and building portfolio companies alongside our
founder partners. BrandProject’s operating team has significant
experience across marketing, brand, technology, finance, strategy
and operations and half of our team has been entrepreneurs
themselves. BrandProject’s concentrated portfolio approach
allows us to spend significant time working alongside our founders
to build great brands and members of our team often act as interim
CMOs, CTOs, CFOs and COOs of our companies at the early stage.
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conexusventurecapital.ca

brightspark.com

AUM:

AG
ICT

Investment Thesis
Brightspark is your early-stage VC for the long run – investing in the next generation of
Canadian tech successes. We lead Seed to Series A rounds, working closely with founders to
build value and help them become global leaders in their industry.
We take a proven, disciplined approach and invest in a wide range of industries where we have
expertise (Software, E-commerce, ICT and AI/data to name a few). As return-driven investors,
we look for massive market opportunities and exceptional management teams.

AUM:
$70M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Conexus Venture Capital Inc. backs early-stage founders in the general tech and agtech
spaces. We invest from Series Seed to Series B. Through our general tech line of funds, we are
sector agnostic investing in founders from the Canadian prairies, primarily Saskatchewan, who
traditionally have had limited access to capital. Through our agtech line of funds, Emmertech,
we invest where technology meets the farm with a built-by-the-industry approach. Through
both fund lines we invest in founders who traditionally have had limited access to capital and
take a lifecycle approach, where we reserve capital to support our portfolio companies with
follow-on investments as they grow.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

•
•
•
•

BCOF II (currently fundraising): targeting US$87.3M
BCOF I (vintage 2020): US$48.4M, 12 investments
SPVs (2012 - present): US$35.7M, 27 investments, 2 exits
BSV II (vintage 2004): US$43.7M, 10 investments, 10 exits and 1 partial exit/still active

Recent Investment Activity

•
•
•
•
•

Hopper: $5B valuation, invested at pre-Seed, 30x return in partial exit to date
Jewlr: Incubated, partial exit at 35x return
Radian6: Top 10 largest exits in Canadian history, invested at Series A, 23x return
ThinkDynamics: Top 50 largest exits in Canadian history, 163% return
Other notable companies: Nudge (2022 exit), Elevate Farms, Potloc, AdHawk, Optable

Conexus Venture Capital Fund # 1 (2019): $25M USD - Fifteen active portfolio companies,
2 exits.
Emmertech Fund # 1 (2021): $45M USD – 10 active portfolio companies. The team is actively
deploying capital from this fund.

We have a high follow-on rate and our portfolio companies have gone on to raise nearly $1B
after our initial investment.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

IMPACT INVESTOR

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Vive Crop Protection – led a $26M USD Series B round through Emmertech Fund #1
7Shifts Restaurant Scheduling Software – raised $80M USD Series C led by Softbank Vision
Fund in 2022
Coconut Software – raised $20M USD Series B led by Klass Capital in 2022.
Thinkific – Exited through secondary before 2021 IPO.
Curatio Networks Inc – Exited in 2022 through acquisition. Backed by private equity firm
Pemba Capital Partners, RxMx and Curatio merged to form new co RxPx.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

A diverse team that has worked together for 15+ years. A balance of
entrepreneurial and operational experience, as well as financial and
M&A expertise.

Track record
We are experienced fund managers that have consistently generated
strong returns. Our track record, reputation and partnerships
stemming from 20+ years in the Canadian market result in highquality, proprietary deal flow.

• Sophie Forest | 25+ years as a tech investor, rare B2C and
e-commerce expertise, industry pioneer

• Mark Skapinker | Founded Brightspark, 30+ years of
experience, Canadian tech industry veteran

• Jacques Perreault | Financing expert with 25 years of
experience in VC and PE, track record of success

• Eleonore Jarry-Ferron | Defining the next-generation of
exceptional VCs, pillar of the tech ecosystem
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Diverse team and LP base
We are a unique team of industry veterans and next-gen investors.
We are trusted by leading institutional and corporate LPs, as well as
a large pool of private investors.
Approach
As one of Canada’s oldest Venture Capital firms, we bring knowledge
and connections that build value across our portfolio. Founders love
working with us because of our entrepreneurial spirit and authentic
approach.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

A team of four qualified investment professionals with experience
across the investing spectrum. The team has 50 years combined
experience building & operating companies, working and leading
teams in technology, private equity, management consulting,
investment banking, venture capital, and asset management.

Deal Flow: As the largest and most active venture fund in the Canadian
prairies and agtech spaces, we have proprietary access to deal flow.

Sean O’Connor, Managing Director – experienced tech operator,
investor and entrepreneur.
Kyle Scott, MBA, Managing Director – experienced management
consultant, private equity investor and entrepreneur.
Rob Russell, MBA, Principal – experienced capital markets
professional, investor, and business builder.
Erin Trapp, CFA, Manager, Investor Relations & Portfolio
Management – experienced fund administrator, capital markets
professional and entrepreneur.

Disciplined Diligence: We follow a disciplined team-based investment
process by leveraging the experience of our investment team and LP
base to conduct comprehensive diligence.
Founder Support: We take a hands-on approach, often in the form
of a board seat, and engage with our portfolio to build world-class
companies.
Emmertech Advantage: Built by the industry with leading
agribusinesses making up our LP base. LPs include farmers,
agribusiness owners, ag focused insurance companies and financial
cooperatives, as well as international brands like Viterra and Mosaic.
Our strategic LP base makes us a great partner to secure pilots and
partnerships for our companies.
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cyclecapital.com

ctisciences.com

AUM:
$270M USD

INTERESTS:

CL

AUM:

Investment Thesis

$600M+ USD

CTI Life Sciences Fund’s investment philosophy involves:

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

•
•
•
•

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Building and nurturing companies in strategically important therapeutic areas.
Leveraging domain expertise to identify promising technologies.
Connecting talent and deploying capital efficiently.
Leveraging pharmaceutical management and entrepreneurial experience to guide
companies.

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

In total 26 investments were made in Fund I, Fund II and Fund III with 10 exits to date. The
average total investment per company is 8-10M CAD. The total invested capital to date for Fund
I is $102,300,000 CAD, for Fund II it is $120,000,000 CAD excluding reserve and for Fund III it is
$11,200,000 CAD excluding reserve.

Fund I – Lead investor – pre-clinical stage – IPO on NYSE

GLyPharma

Fund I – Lead investor & Company’s inception – pre-clinical stage - Acquired
by Swiss-based Therachon Holding AG

Vaxcyte, Inc.

Fund II – Co-investor – pre-clinical stage – IPO on Nasdaq

Visterra

Fund II – Co-investor - Early stage - Acquired by Otsuka Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Ken Pastor, MSc – Managing Partner

•

Our demonstrated success in company creation and formation
in addition to traditional venture investing.

•

Our ability to syndicate with potent U.S. VC firms thereby being
recognized as a partner of choice as it relates to Canadian
investments.

Shermaine Tilley, PhD, MBA – Managing Partner
Laurence Rulleau, PhD – Managing Partner
Youssef Bennani, PhD, MBA, ICD.D – Managing Partner
Jean-Francois Leprince – Managing Partner in Funds I & II
Xin Hang, MBiotech, MBA – Principal
Paul Cassar, PhD - Associate
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•

Our extensive network within biopharmaceutical companies
providing the opportunity to partner with them for the
development of some of their assets.

ESG METRICS

IMPACT INVESTOR

Cycle Capital has six funds and more than $600M under management.
The investment platform is comprised of 6 funds:
•
•
•

1 Global Circular Innovation Fund – Circular Innovation Fund
4 North American funds
1 Chinese Fund - Chengtou Haisi Cycle Fund

Cycle Capital is also involved in an impact water tech fund - BleuImpact Fund.
Since inception, Cycle Capital has invested more than $200M in equity, which leveraged more
than $2B in equity in more than forty portfolio companies.

Enobia Pharma Fund I – Co-lead investor, pre-clinical stage, acquisition by Alexion
Zymeworks

With Fund V, Cycle Capital has a refined focus on Enabling Technologies in the sectors of;
Sustainable Transportation, Energy Transition, Smart Cities & Buildings, Industrial Decarbonization
& Digitalization. Enabling technologies of interest include Microelectronics/Power Electronics, AI/
Algorithms/Data, IOT/Sensors, and System Solutions (mechanical, electrical, etc.).

WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Cycle Capital invests across North America, Europe and Asia in growing and commercializing
companies that have developed technologies that positively contribute to climate change
mitigation by accelerating a net-zero transition, reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and
optimizing resources and processes.

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

Together our investment principles and industry insights shape individual strategies for rationalized
investments into Canadian-domiciled therapeutics (primary) and Medtech (secondary) companies.
For therapeutics, CTI LSF focuses on pre-clinical and early clinical opportunities across various
therapeutic areas and modalities.

Recent Investment Activity

Investment Thesis

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Cycle Capital has invested more than $200M in more than forty portfolio companies since
inception. It has successfully completed a number of exits, including more recently 2 exits in:
•

ESS Inc.: SPAC in Q3 2021 on New York Stock Exchange at US$1.1B

•

Rhombus Energy Solutions: acquired by Borg Warner in Q3 2022

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Cycle Capital is led by Andrée-Lise Méthot, Founder & Managing
partner and Claude Vachet, Managing Partner, supported by a team
of 5 partners. Together, they have assembled a core investment
team of dedicated professionals that includes technical expertise –
represented by engineers of various specialties (chemical, electrical,
geological, and mechanical) combined with financial and operational
experience. This core team is supported by investment, finance and
accounting, ESG/Impact investing and communication professionals.
Together, the team has 350+ years of work experience and 150+
years in venture capital.

Founded in 2009, Cycle Capital is a ClimateTech investment
pioneer with a track record both in fund management and in growing
strong sustainable companies. As such, we are well positioned
to expand in the North American ClimateTech ecosystem and
support Canada’s strategy to become one on the leading countries
in global sustainability.
Cycle Capital has a combination of seasoned professionals with
engineering, entrepreneurial and finance backgrounds. The
team conducts rigorous selection processes and thorough due
diligences that includes full Intellectual Property review (Freedom
to Operate). As a lead investor, Cycle Capital also builds strong
investor syndicates with financial and corporate investors. The
team relentlessly works to create value in each portfolio company
to build successful companies who will lead to great exits for Cycle
Capital’s investors.
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AUM:
AUM:
$100M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis

$400M USD

District Ventures is focused on supporting early stage FMCG (fast moving consumer goods)
companies with capital, mentorship, and expertise. The firm invests in food, beverage, personal
care and wellness companies with emerging brands in Canada and the United States. District’s
senior team is comprised of entrepreneurs, finance, marketing and operations professionals
assembled to support early stage company founders. The Fund invests in companies from
Seed through Series A and B rounds of fundraising.

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Espresso Capital has been empowering fast growing technology companies with innovative
venture debt solutions since 2009. During this period we’ve funded over 330 companies in the
U.S., Canada, and the U.K., helping to accelerate growth, extend runway, and increase strategic
flexibility with non-dilutive capital. Espresso is headquartered in Toronto, with offices in San
Francisco, Chicago, and London. To learn more about how you can use venture debt to grow
your business, visit espressocapital.com.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Since June 2019, Fund I has made 9 significant minority investments, 7 of which were with
Canadian emerging brands and 2 in the U.S. Of the 7 Canadian brands backed by the Fund,
the companies and market segments were Province Apothecary (clean beauty/skincare),
Sapsucker (naturally sweetened and flavoured sparkling water), Outcast (upcycling/waste
reduction), Three Farmers (healthier snacking/farm to fork), Fody (multi-category gut love), Neo
Financial (alt-bank), and Pocket Pills (online pharmacy). In the U.S. the Fund invested in Ohi/The
Wholesome Bar (convenient snacking), and Premama (prenatal supplements and vitamins).
Over this time frame, the company also supported its portfolio with significant follow on capital.
Approximately $75 million has been deployed.
Balzac’s Coffee, Chickapea Pasta, Bow Valley BBQ, NadaMoo!, Cook it, One World Foods,
Foods Made Wholesome, Premama, Three Farmers, Fody Foods, Walter Craft Caesar, Flourish
Pancakes, Genuine Tea, Tilted Barn, Sapsucker, Outcast Foods, Province Apothecary, Queen
Street Bakery, Symbodi, Just Vertical, Pocket Pills, Neo, Drizzle, Graydon Skin Care, Taynton
Bay Spirits, Achieve Wellness.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Arlene Dickinson, CEO and General Partner. Career entrepreneur
and marketer. Operated Venture Communications for over 3
decades amassing the marketing and business experience needed
to evaluate and guide a venture fund focused on consumer brands.
Jason Berenstein, Partner and CFO. CPA and career investor. 14
years with a Toronto-based mid-market buy out firm (Kilmer Capital)
and several years as CFO of portfolio company English Bay Batter.
Experience operating funds and investing.

Partnering with District Ventures means partnering with
experienced professionals with finance, operations, strategy
and marketing backgrounds. Led by an entrepreneur, this
expertise provides early stage companies with resources they
cannot typically afford to have in house. In addition to capital,
entrepreneurs receive mentorship and guidance from people who
have been on the ground in industry. Also, District Ventures is
affiliated with other entities in an ecosystem designed to support
early stage companies. Included in the ecosystem is Venturepark
Labs which includes a national accelerator program for emerging
brands and a commercial kitchen for start ups and established
businesses to innovate. The national exposure across all of these
platforms has enabled the ecosystem to partner with grocers,
sales brokers, banks, and others who can bring real value add to
the Fund’s portfolio companies.

Jeremy Daveau, Operating Partner. 2.5 decades with Mars Inc. in
multiple food categories in senior sales and management positions
around the world. Last 6 years leading Canada. Strategic plan and
operating plan development experience. In addition to the partners
noted above, the team also consists of transaction specialists and
marketers.
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Recent Investment Activity

Over the past 36 months, we have completed approximately 120 financings and follow-on
financings for over 75 different technology businesses across the United States, the UK, and
Canada. Collectively, those transactions represent more than $500 million in venture lending
activity. Recent investments include CREtelligent, Echosec Systems, Adthena, Voxy, Chatbooks,
and Wild Earth.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

In 2022, Echosec Systems, a leading provider of real-time global insights and intelligence, was
acquired by Flashpoint, a pioneer in business risk intelligence; Zaloni, an award-winning leader
in data technology solution delivery was acquired by Truist, a leading purpose-driven financial
services company; and travel app Headout raised its $30 million Series B financing round led by
Glade Brook Capital.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Our 10-person management team collectively brings more than
200 years of experience in venture debt, corporate finance, sales,
underwriting, and operations, among other areas, to Espresso
Capital. As one of the most highly experienced venture debt teams
in North America and the UK, we are known for taking the time to
understand the businesses we invest in and providing truly flexible
credit structures designed to meet an array of needs.

Venture debt is a highly specialized form of lending, requiring an
expert skill set, rigorous diligence, and active portfolio management,
all of which are supported by our proprietary risk analytics and risk
management software platform. We pride ourselves on providing our
borrowers as frictionless a borrowing experience as possible. We also
believe we offer investors the best risk management in the category
as reflected in our category-leading low loan loss rates.
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firstascent.vc

AUM:
$200M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

Investment Thesis
First Ascent Ventures invests in early stage, emerging and growth-oriented enterprise software
companies in the information technology sector and positions itself as a Series A+ stage
investor with a growth company investment lens. First Ascent Venture’s focus is on companies
developing innovative Enterprise Software that leverages the cloud, artificial intelligence (AI),
machine learning, big data, cloud computing, 5G, mobility, IOT and Data Privacy and Security.

AUM:
$280M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

First Ascent Ventures has invested in 15 portfolio companies across FAV Fund I and Fund II (12
active, 3 exits). Recent investment activity includes:
LinkSquares: Series C USD$100 million
Assent: Series D USD$350 million
Potloc: Series B CAD$35 million

Portfolio Companies & Exits

B2C FIN

ICT SaaS

SA

OS

framework.vc

GENERAL NETWORKING

Recent Investment Activity

AI

ICT

Recent Investment Activity

Andgo Systems: Series A CAD$5.6 million
Sama: Series B $USD75 million
Thentia: Series B $CAD20 million

UpChain was acquired by Autodesk (NASDAQ:ADSK) for USD$140 million
Dialogue (TSX:CARE) completed CAD$100 million IPO on TSX

What Makes Us Unique

First Ascent Ventures has a diverse investment team with broad
experience as investors and operators on a global basis.

The Fund’s sole focus is upon the next generation of Enterprise
software that leverages disruptive technology across any vertical.
The Fund is uniquely positioned within the Canadian start-up
landscape as one of the only Series A+ investors with a dedicated
Enterprise software focus. The founding partners have deep
operational and financial expertise and provide real, practical
support to entrepreneurs. They have over 30 years of experience
building, scaling, acquiring and exiting global software companies
and apply that expertise to the benefit of their portfolio companies.

Richard Black is a veteran venture investor with some of Canada’s
largest VC firms and deep experience in the North American
technology landscape.
Tony van Marken is an experienced international executive and
proven operator who has worked in the private and public markets
as a high-tech entrepreneur, management consultant and investor.
Katharine Tomko is an experienced technology executive with deep
experience in privacy and security.

FRAMEWORK’S model of active capital aims to empower founders with more than a formula for
success. FRAMEWORK looks for software companies and software-driven marketplaces that
align with its thematic focus in Applied AI and Fintech 2.0. Investing at the Series A and Series B
stage, characteristics of ideal investment targets include proven product-market fit, compelling
unit economics, and capital being raised to develop and/or optimize their go-to-market models
or expand such models while exploiting adjacent or ancillary market opportunities. Our primary
geographic focus is North America.

Fund II (2022) - Raised $123M USD to date with 2 investments.
Fund I (2019) $104M CAD fund ($74USD) with 11 investments and 1 exit.
Spinout Portfolio (2015) - $114M CAD ($83M USD) with 10 investments and 3 exits (Wave
Financial, $405M, Wattpad $660M, Mobify – Undisclosed). Current portfolio companies include
TouchBistro and Trulioo.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Q4 (TSX:QFOR) completed CAD$100 million IPO on TSX

Management Team

Investment Thesis

Current Portfolio Companies:
Resilia (New Orleans, LA) – estate sale marketplace
Incode Technologies (San Francisco, CA) - biometric platform for customer authentication
Paper (Montreal, QC) – educational support system for school districts
Notable Exits:
Wattpad acquired by Naver for $660M
Wave Financial acquired by H&R Block for $405M

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Peter Misek, Managing Partner, Toronto
Active VC for nearly 20 years globally, 2 unicorns, Fintech founder
and senior leadership within multiple capital markets firms covering
global technology equities

DATA: FRAMEWORK’s proprietary database of 30K+ startups
generate insights to drive growth and guide decision-making.

Ajay Gopal, Partner, Toronto
15+ years of cumulative principal investing and capital markets
experience concentrated in venture capital and other alternative
investing platforms.
Barbara Dirks, Partner, Toronto
20+ years of experience launching, building and reimaging
businesses in large, global corporate to startup environments.

ESTABLISHED FRAMEWORKS: Our frameworks and solutions are
designed for financial systems, technology and product, go-tomarket, sales and marketing, talent, and governance. FRAMEWORK
gives founders customized strategies to drive growth.
OPERATIONAL EXPERTISE: Portfolio companies work closely with
our operational and industry experts to expose opportunities for
improvement and enable faster experimentation and growth.

Jim Texier, Partner, Montreal
Seasoned Product & Technology Executive with 25+ years of
experience in digital businesses and e-commerce.
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AUM:
$190M+ USD

INTERESTS:
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GENERAL NETWORKING

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Investment Thesis
Genesys invests in early-stage life science opportunities in areas of unmet medical need.
Genesys has a 20 year history of success executing its proven regional innovation arbitrage
strategy. The firm’s immersion in a world-class life sciences research corridor and the team’s
proven ability to create and build best-in-class companies that attract global investment and
strategic partners, effectively closes the price gap that exists between its local jurisdiction and
the more efficient global market. To effect this strategy, Genesys has utilized the local scientific
and clinical expertise residing within the Toronto-Montreal research corridor as a powerful lens
to identify and assess high potential opportunities.

Since 2001 Genesys has invested over $250 million across 37 companies and has been
the lead and/or initial investor in over 80% of its early-stage investments. Genesys was the
founding or initial venture investor in 29 of 37 investments. Over its history, Genesys has
managed three institutional limited partnerships, Genesys Ventures IA LP (Fund I), Genesys
Ventures II LP (Fund II) and Genesys Ventures III LP (Fund III). Funds I and II have generated
upper quartile returns for their vintage years, while Fund III is almost fully committed.
Genesys has a long history of guiding its portfolio companies to profitable exits. The eight
companies below are all notable in that Genesys Capital was the initial or early investor in all of
these companies and they all generated venture returns for fund LPs.
Naurex (acquired by Allergan)
Affinium Pharmaceuticals (acquired by
Invitae (NYSE: NVTA)
Debiopharm)
Ionalytics (acquired by Thermo Electron,
Aptinyx (NASDAQ: APTX)
now Thermo Fisher Scientific)
Epocal (acquired by Alere, now Abbott Labs)
Profound Medical (NASDAQ: PROF)
Fusion Pharmaceuticals (NASDAQ: FUSN)

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Genesys Capital’s management team have worked together since
2002 making it Canada’s longest standing and most experienced
partnership in life sciences venture. This management team has
invested greater than $250 million across 38 portfolio companies.
Over the past 20 years, the team has built a valuable network both
locally and globally with a demonstrated ability to generate high
quality deal flow, which has in turn, yielded upper quartile returns
in successive funds. With the continuity of the team, the proven
effectiveness of the Genesys regional arbitrage investment strategy
and the significant number of investment years the team has ahead
of it, Genesys expects to be generating superior returns for its
investors well into the future.

Since its inception in 2000, Genesys Capital has taken a longterm and consistent approach in building world-class life science
companies in its local jurisdiction. The committed Genesys
enterprise-building approach has paid off in terms of repeatable
fund to fund venture returns and with the deep relationships it has
developed with its network of entrepreneurs, scientific founders
and leadership teams. This hands-on approach differs from
many venture groups who are either stock selectors, passive or
opportunistic investors. The experience of the Genesys team,
along with its consistent focus, and its deep immersion in the
ecosystem has established Genesys as the local trusted source for
US, European and strategic investors.
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AUM:
$5.8B USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

Investment Thesis
Georgian looks for market-leading B2B SaaS companies with great leadership and strong work
culture that are amassing a unique data set and using AI to drive value for their customers.
Georgian invests at the growth stage—typically companies generating at least $500k in
monthly recurring revenue, raising between $25 and $75 million.

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Recent Investment Activity

Georgian has raised $4.2B USD to date and has made over 66 investments with 26 exits. Most
recently, Georgian has invested in Poly.ai, Savana, Oyster and Gravie from our latest flagship
Growth Fund.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Over the last 14 years, we have had the opportunity to invest in a variety of high-growth
business software companies. These include some current investments ClickUp, Devo, and
IEX; and notable exits such as the IPO of Shopify, the sale of Chorus.ai to Zoominfo, and the
sale of Siemplify to Google.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Georgian’s team brings together software entrepreneurs,
machine learning experts, experienced operators and investment
professionals. In 2008, former technology entrepreneurs Justin
LaFayette, Simon Chong, and John Berton founded Georgian and
brought a wealth of expertise to the fund. Along with the founders,
Emily Walsh, Steve Leightell, Tyson Baber, and Madalin Mihailescu
lead the firm.

At Georgian, we’re building a platform to provide a better
experience of growth capital to software company CEOs and their
teams. The platform is designed to provide insights to our team as
they collaborate with our companies. For example, our R&D team
engages with our companies’ to identify high value opportunities
to use Georgian’s software and machine learning expertise
to create differentiated products. On the operational side, the
platform provides insights to help the team advise on strategy. For
example, given a M&A or go-to-market strategy the platform can
recommend qualified targets for acquisition or leads for sales.
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goodnewsventures.com
graphitevc.com

AUM:
$10M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

Investment Thesis
We are an industry agnostic, pre-seed/seed stage venture capital fund based in Toronto, Canada.
Our team focuses on startups based in North America or serving the North American market
with interesting business models including SaaS, enterprise/SMB, B2B/B2B2C, and crypto. We
invest in companies in all software categories including AI/ML, IoT, infrastructure, blockchain and
quantum computing. We focus on 3 key areas: Why You, Why Now and Why This.

GENERAL NETWORKING

AUM:
$75M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

Investment Thesis
Graphite Ventures is a Seeding for Scale venture firm, investing at the earliest stages, and
setting trajectories to accelerate growth. We are sector agnostic but biased towards market
segments and business models that are fundamentally sound with strong growth prospects.
Sector: Primarily B2B software, fintech, digital health, proptech, and hardware. Regardless of
sector, we focus on capital efficient businesses.
Stage: Early Stage - we look for a product built with early customer traction
Geography: We work with companies across Canada

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Since 2017 we have invested in 46 companies with an average cheque size of $100K.
Fund 1 (2017 Vintage; invested in 13 companies; 2 successful exits)
Fund 2 (2018 Vintage; invested in 20 companies; 2 successful exits)
Fund 3 (2021 Vintage; invested in 13 so far; will be investing in 10 to 12 more companies)

Recent Investment Activity

Recent investments include: BaseTwo, Bridgit, EZinc, Lumeto, Maxa, MedMe, Nicoya, Odaia,
Raven and Welbi. Overall, our team has invested in ~175 companies through its predecessor
funds and has had nearly 50 exits to date.

To date, we have invested in 46 companies with 4 exits. Our investments are at the pre-seed
and seed stages.
HTBASE: acquired by Juniper Networks
Doorr: acquired by fintech giant Finastra

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Our team consist of passionate, serial entrepreneurs who have
built businesses from scratch with multiple successful exits as well
as experienced investment management professionals. Mohan
Markandaier and Marat Mukhamedyarov, the Managing Partners,
are both engineers and bring extensive entrepreneurship and angel
investing experience to GNV. Mona Kung, Partner, is an angel
investor and financial professional with a wide range of financial
experience from risk management advisory to venture capital.

GNV is unique because our Managing Partners were founders
and operators first, with 40+ years of combined experience as
entrepreneurs. Beyond partnering with founders who embrace
risk and are not afraid to break with convention, another aspect of
our secret sauce is our new Next Level program. In this program,
we leverage our LPs to assist portfolio companies with a specific
problem they are facing. As many of our LPs are founders with
successful exits, this program is valuable and provides our portfolio
an edge. We also have access to significant deal flow stemming
from strong relationships with incubators/accelerators as well as
strategic partnerships with angels and VCs.

Since our Fund IV first closing in November 2021, we’ve invested in 17 companies across
Canada from Seed through to follow-on, with nearly C$16M deployed.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Bridgit simplifies construction projects with a workforce planning tool to improve planning and
allocation of resources. Funding: $35.65M
MedMe Health, a web-based platform supporting pharmacy scheduling, documentation and
management of clinical services at scale. To date the company has facilitated over 14 million
unique patient interactions at more than 3,600 pharmacies. Funding: $3.5M

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Managing Director: Lance Laking brings a wealth of experience
as a founder, operator and investor. He is an active member of the
Ottawa StartUp Community.

Our “secret sauce” is our model that is hyper-focused on Seed to
Series A. This platform, which has been refined and in-market for
more than 12 years, allows us to invest at high volumes and with a
high level of diligence and involvement post-investment.

Managing Director: Aaron Bast has 15+ years of experience working
with tech companies as an investor, operator and service provider.
Aaron is an active member of the Waterloo Region tech community.
Managing Director: Craig Leonard has 20 years of combined
experience operating and investing in technology companies and
is based in Toronto
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We have an experienced team that is entrenched in local ecosystems
to develop deep networks. The partnerships we build provide us
with unique deal flow at the earliest stages of company creation. We
are often the first call for seasoned founders or early employees of
our portfolio companies who are building something new.
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greenskycapital.com

AUM:
$30M USD

INTERESTS:
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PT

SaaS

gspv.vc

Investment Thesis
GreenSky invests in Canadian B2B companies with a significant concentration on Enterprise
SaaS and a focus on deeper or more protectable technologies.

AUM:
$150M USD

INTERESTS:

FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

GENERAL NETWORKING

GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Greensoil PropTech Ventures’ mission is to digitize and decarbonize the built environment, the
biggest asset class on the planet, which is responsible for up to 40% of global CO2 emissions.
With approximately US $150M under management, GSPV invests in early to mid-stage VC
opportunities in North America, Europe and Israel that make real estate more productive, efficient
and sustainable. Backed by real estate and institutional LPs, GSPV has a successful track record
of backing, scaling and exiting high-impact PropTech companies.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

Fund I - $3.1M in 9 companies; 2 exits Fund II - $4.5M in 8 companies; 2 exits Fund III - $8.1M
in 11 companies; 2 exits Fund IV - ~$16.7M; 90% deployed.
Currently raising Fund V

Portfolio Companies & Exits

RANK Software and Arctic Wolf Networks: GreenSky led the Committee exploring strategic
options and negotiations for the sale of RANK to Arctic Wolf Networks all employees were
retained. This spring, prior to a planned IPO lock-up, GreenSky sold the shares of AWN in the
secondary market.
Mirexus: Mirexus harvested its value through multiple asset sales, including spinning off a
consumer brand division and selling its core intellectual property to the Swiss personal care
ingredient supplier Mibelle.

Recent Investment Activity

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Michael List has founded multiple businesses with exits cas well as
the law firm Ormston List Frawley LLP. He has extensive experience
negotiating commercial and financing transactions as an entrepreneur,
lawyer (to both entrepreneurs and investors) and as an investor.

Canadian early-stage venture capital investing represents an
undervalued asset class. In particular, Canadian start- ups with
complex technologies that sell into manufacturing, infrastructure
and other industrial verticals continue to offer very competitive
valuations.

Greg Stewart has been a successful operator and investor. He was
the founding CFO of American Strategic Insurance, which ranked as
the most profitable insurer in the US during his tenure and won Best
Workplace in the Tampa Bay area. ASI was acquired by Progressive
Insurance. He was also an Equity Analyst at Neuberger Berman,
where he worked on the Genesis Fund, at the time the largest Small
Cap Value fund in the US.

Our team – a mix of deeply experienced IT, operations, finance,
and entrepreneurial professionals – focuses its time on a very
small group of companies. Our more rigorous approach to seed
stage due diligence and our deep involvement with companies has
proven to materially reduce the failure rate inside our portfolio.

Greensoil Building Innovation Fund LP (Fund I) - $59M USD
$46M invested across 12 portfolio companies, 3 exits, 1 partial realization
Greensoil PropTech Ventures Fund II LP - $74M USD – fundraising ongoing
$13.5M invested across 6 portfolio companies, 3 of which are Canadian companies.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Wave Apps: GreenSky invested in Wave’s Seed round. H&R Block purchased Wave for
CAN$537M in June 2019, one of Canadian techs top ten largest historical tech exits.
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IMPACT INVESTOR

Goby Inc. was acquired by Conservice, North America’s largest utility management service.
Honest Buildings was acquired by Procore for cash and stock. GSPV has sold all of its Procore
shares following their successful IPO
Electriq Power, our largest investment, is scaling rapidly and has increased its valuation 8x
from GSPV’s initial investment
Oxygen8, a Vancouver-based company, secured debt financing to help with future growth.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Alan Greenberg, Co-Founder and Chairman
A 30+ year veteran real estate owner and developer who ran Minto
Urban Communities and was the visionary behind the Minto Green
team.

Greensoil PropTech Ventures’ investment approach is driven by our
four-pronged strategy: 1) 100% Focus on PropTech: Use our domain
expertise as an unfair advantage as we help digitize the world’s
biggest asset class. 2) Impact Investing to Transform Real Estate
Industry: Each investment will make one or more ESG impacts; at
least 2/3 of dollars invested in carbon reduction technologies. 3)
Limited Partner & Industry Relationships: Leverage relationships
to validate investment selection and enhance portfolio company
growth. 4) Intelligent Portfolio Construction: Balance our PropTech
focus with breadth in technology, stage, and geography.

Gideon Soesman, Co-Founder and Managing Partner
Managing Partner at GSPV and also of GreenSoil’s AgTech funds
with $38M under management.
Jamie James, Managing Partner
Managing partner at GSPV since the launch of GSPV I.
David Harris Kolada, Managing Partner
Joined GSPV in 2019, and Fund Manager of GSPV II.
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iganpartners.com

AUM:
$200M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
iGan Partners empower visionary founders with capital and human resources required to grow
extraordinary, high-impact companies in Healthcare Technology, Medical Devices, and Digital
Health. We invest in Seed - Series A stage companies and provide follow on funding through
to exit. We focus on building companies for the long-term; we create a supportive and robust
ecosystem with the capital, the talent, and the management experience to bring startups and
scale-ups to the next level.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
IMPACT INVESTOR

informationvp.com

AUM:
$180M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

Recent Investment Activity

$100M iGan Fund I:
No of investments: 27
No of Exits: 8

$150m CAD iGan Fund II.
Fundraising ongoing
No of investments: 8

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Information Venture Partners is a precision investor focused on early-stage, B2B SaaS applications
for the financial services industry. The fund focuses on minority investments (average $510M/company) in North American companies in four categories: tech for financial institutions,
embedded finance, finance software, and security and compliance. The fund leads/co-leads
investments and is actively involved in the growth of its companies. It targets investments in
companies that are post-product and typically post-revenue demonstrating early characteristics
of product market fit and go-to-market potential.

Total co-investment amount by LPs and other parties: $189m

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Meta (exit): a Toronto-based AI company that helps scientists read, understand, and prioritize
millions of scientific papers. iGan invested in the seed round and led subsequent rounds of
financing. Meta was acquired by the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative in 2017.
Moleculight (portfolio): Founded in 2012 by Ralph DaCosta, MolecuLight is the first-ever wound
assessment device to provide real-time imaging of bacteria distribution at the point of care.
MolecuLight’s head office and R&D is in Toronto, and its US Sales and Clinical Support office is
based in Pittsburgh. The company has >20 distributors in 18 global markets.

Recent Investment Activity

Fund I (2007 Vintage, Size: ~$55M) - fully deployed in 8 companies, all exited
Fund II (2016 Vintage, Size: ~$83M) - ~$56M invested in 12 companies, 4 exits to date
Fund III (2019 Vintage, Size: $101M) - $48M invested in 9 companies, targeting 10 deals
SPV I (2019 Vintage, Size: $75M) - deployed in 1 company, fully exited Feb 2021

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Verafin (Fraud/AML )- Led early-stage round, was CVCA 2020 VC exit of year for recapitalization
transaction, acquired by Nasdaq for $2.75B.
BigID (Data Privacy) - Invested seed+ round, recent financings led by Salesforce Ventures
Tiger Global/Hewlett Packard Enterprise, valuing company at $1B+, 50% exited.

Retispec (portfolio): AI-based company focused on early detection of neurodegenerative
diseases through a simple eye exam. The solution seamlessly integrates with existing ophthalmic
equipment and leverages the power of hyperspectral imaging technology to open a new era of
ocular and neurological diagnostics. The technology is now present in 11 sites in North America growing to 35 in 2022. Recently partnered with Davos Alzheimer’s Collaborative and the ADDF.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

iGan’s management team consists of Sam Ifergan, Founder &
Managing Partner who has over 20 years of entrepreneurial,
healthcare and venture capital experience.

iGan is the largest healthcare VC firm investing in Canadian medtech
companies. We partner with founders/entrepreneurs to commercialise
and scale their disruptive innovations. We focus on finding the best
opportunities from our R&D intensive ecosystem.

Dr. Lorena Tora is our CMO and received her medical degree from
Anahuac Mexico University as well as completing a program in
cancer research from Harvard Medical School and the Dana Farber
Cancer Institute.
Chris Payne is Partner and was previously the Managing Partner
and Founder of Hawthorn Equity Partners, representing assets
under management at its peak in excess of $400 million.
To support this strong partnership, we have a deep bench of
investment professionals, operators and entrepreneurs along with
our CCAB network. They provide companies with channels for
additional clinical validation, Key Opinion & Regulatory support as
well as supporting commercial activities.
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We are known as a founder friendly firm with exceptional capabilities
to commercialize MedTech and digital health innovations. Our
breadth of experiences and balance of perspectives support our
commitments to delivering capital, value add, and global impacts to
all our portfolio companies.
Many of our LPs have vast relationships in healthcare around the
world. This provides opportunities for accelerated global business
development and additional clinical validation. Our strategic network
provides unique sales opportunities at hospital networks in LATAM,
GCC and Europe.

Adaptive Insights (Business Intelligence) - Led Series D round and participated in three
subsequent rounds. Shortly after filing for an IPO in August 2018, the company was acquired
by Workday for $1.55B.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Founders/Partners:
Robert Antoniades, David Unsworth

Our deep expertise in the financial sector from decades of working
in some of the world’s largest banks and alongside entrepreneurs
makes us a first choice for founders. The team’s extensive network
in financial services have positioned the fund to uncover the
best opportunities, have diligence advantages, and be a strong
value add to investee companies. Fund I/SPV I have top quartile
performance and we have proven our ability to generate returns
while successfully navigating volatile markets. Finally, our Toronto
headquarters allows us to discover hidden gems in the Canadian
ecosystem while maintaining strong networks with U.S.-based VCs
and entrepreneurs.

Principals:
Jane Podbelskaya, Alex Tong
Finance:
Sara Defina
Team has technology, operational and investment skills with
decades of VC experience working with 150+ companies, ranging
from start-up to public listing. The firm has deep roots in financial
services with complementary experiences in capital markets, M&A,
branch operations and strategic initiatives at Royal Bank, CIBC, TD
Bank and Bank of Montreal, along with work at Bain, Xerox, KPMG
and VC-backed HootSuite, and founder-operator experience.
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inovia.vc

AUM:
$2.2B USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

investeco.com

Investment Thesis
We focus on B2B and B2C SaaS companies and marketplaces that generate a positive impact
on a global scale. Our portfolio aims at transforming several industries such as Commerce,
Digital Health, Finance, Future of Work, Travel & Hospitality and Security through the power
of technology. With four active Venture Funds, two growth funds, a continuation fund and an
expanding team of investors and operators, we are fully equipped to support founders from seed
to IPO and beyond.

AUM:
$100M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
GENERAL NETWORKING

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity
Portfolio Companies & Exits

Since inception, Inovia has exited over 50 companies including recent transactions such as:
•
Acquisition of Luxury Retreats by Airbnb
•
TSX IPO of LightSpeed and NYSE IPO
•
TripleLift Acquired by Vista Equity Partners
•
Launched Inovia Continuity Fund I in 2021, which acquired various companies from
various older Inovia funds
•
Sale of TrackTik to TrackForce Valiant

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Our team of 45+ members is led by a complementary leadership
team of ten partners, one CFO and one CLO. To support this strong
team, we have a diverse and high-performing team of investors,
top-industry operators and an experienced operations team. Every
Inovia team member is dedicated to our mission of building global
sustainable tech companies.

We are company builders with an operator-led mindset creating
value at all stages. From thesis & relationship-driven investments
to monetization, our team is fully equipped to support founders
throughout their journey and double down on winners along the way.

InvestEco’s main focus is investing in the equity of fast-growing expansion-stage companies
in North America that promote health and sustainability in the food and agricultural sector.
By focusing on this sector, InvestEco believes it can generate a strong return for its investors
while promoting a positive impact. Our companies typically have between $1M and $30M
in revenues at the time of our initial investment, and we aim to hold our positions for about
seven years.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

ESG METRICS

Inovia has invested in over 125 early and growth stage companies; deploying over US$1.2B in
capital since inception, and enabling over $900M of Limited Partner co-investment opportunities
at the growth stage.

Investment Thesis

IMPACT INVESTOR

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Fund

Invested Capital
($USD)

Investments

Exits

InvestEco Sustainable Food Fund, L.P.

$7,686,570.18

5

3

InvestEco Sustainable Food Fund II, L.P.

$21,018,251.39

9

3

InvestEco Sustainable Food Fund III, L.P.

$36,230,374.83

11

0

1.

SunSelect Produce – one of the first commercial scale greenhouse operators in Canada.
We initially invested in 2013 and sold in 2018.

2.

Vital Farms – an innovative US supplier of pasture-raised eggs. Initially invested in 2014,
and exited via an IPO in 2020 at a valuation of over USD $1 billion.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Andrew Heintzman, MA – Managing Partner. Focus on portfolio
oversight and deal origination.

Founded in 2002, InvestEco’s differentiation arises from being
an investing pioneer in the sustainable food sector. This has
allowed InvestEco to develop unmatched experience, expertise
and networks that it shares with its portfolio companies to help
successfully scale their businesses. As a result, InvestEco has
significant expertise in assessing and advising these companies,
which is evident in InvestEco’s successful track record. Due to
its specialization and its collaborative approach, InvestEco has
developed substantial social capital with its portfolio companies,
and with the food and impact venture capital communities
generally, which helps drive strong/proprietary deal flow and
further value-adding opportunities.

Alex Chamberlain, LLB, MBA, CFA – Managing Partner. Focus on
portfolio oversight, due diligence/legal, finance and administration.
Charles Holt, JD, CBV, LLM, CAIA, ICD.D – Partner. Focus on legal/
due diligence, regulatory & compliance, and impact.
Cora Xiao, BBA – Principal. Focus on deal flow management, due
diligence, and impact.
Ricky Bajwa, CPA, CA, CFA – Director of Finance. Focus on finance
and administration.
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lumiraventures.com

luge.vc

AUM:

OTHER OFFICES:
VANCOUVER, MONTREAL, BOSTON

Investment Thesis
Luge Capital invests primarily in Seed and Series A Fintech companies modernizing financial
services. We uniquely align our investment thesis and portfolio companies around the needs
of financial institutions within our network, including our strategic LPs. This win-win scenario
provides value-add to young companies and larger players alike. We tend to lead or co-lead
investments and have a preference for B2B companies. We emphasize strong founders who
have a global mindset, a clear value proposition and can leverage our team’s Fintech expertise
and network of industry players.

AUM:
$500M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Lumira Ventures invests in transformative North American-based healthcare companies. We
are thesis and impact driven investors, focusing on companies developing best/first-in-class
innovation across North America that are often underserved by traditional venture funds.
This strategy allows us to build uniquely differentiated investment portfolios of companies
with the potential to become global leaders. After investing, we are an engaged partner with
a demonstrable track record of working closely with company management teams and coinvestors to create value within our companies.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Luge Capital is actively deploying out of its first fund (2018 vintage) and fundraising for a second
fund with a target close of Q1/Q2 2023. Fund I currently has 20 portfolio companies across
Canada and the US, and two exits. Luge’s initial investment size ranges between CAD $500K
and $2M.

We currently manage 4 active funds.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Bardy Diagnostics was acquired by Hillrom Inc for US$375M. Exited our investments in
Aurinia Pharmaceuticals and Zymeworks as each achieved multi-billion valuations.

Owl.co (Series B): AI platform to accurately detect insurance claims fraud.
Plooto (Series B): B2B payments platform for SMBs to automate AR/AP functionality.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

General Partners:

We get Fintech! Industry insights, an experienced team, and a strategic
network are just some of the elements that position Luge Capital as
the leading Fintech fund. We align industry needs with early-stage
company strengths by leveraging our network of strategic LPs such as
Sun Life Financial, Desjardins, iA Financial Group, Beneva and BDC.
Our team has been in venture and corporate development for many
years with success stories such as PayPal, Nuvei, and Xoom. Our
mission is to help young innovative Fintech companies modernize
financial services.

Karim Gillani has 15+ years of experience in Fintech, mobile
technology, finance, and strategy. Karim led Venture and M&A at
PayPal in Canada, Corporate Development at Xoom (NASDAQ IPO;
acq by PayPal) and M&A at BlackBerry in Silicon Valley.
David Nault has been building early-stage technology companies
as an investor, founder or senior executive for over 20 years. David
used to be a Principal at Inovia Capital, the former President of Callio
Technologies, and a former executive at Nuvei.
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Recent Investment Activity

Flinks (Exited): Financial data aggregation company, acquired by National Bank of Canada.

ProNavigator (Series A): AI engine that interprets and organizes complex insurance documents
for brokers and insurance carriers.

ESG METRICS

Lumira Ventures IV (2021, US$223M, 11 investments to date and actively deploying),
Angelini-Lumira Biosciences Fund (2021, US$35M, 4 investments to date and actively
deploying),
Lumira Ventures III (2017 CAD$178M, 18 investments, 3 exits and 4 public holdings),
Lumira Capital II (2012, CAD$121M; 15 Investments, 6 exits and 2 public holdings)

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Our partners have worked together for over 15 years. Collectively
we have invested in over 100 life sciences companies and have
managed multiple funds and strategies through all types of market
cycles. Our investment team of 12 professionals has over 225 years
of collective experience founding, managing and investing in life
sciences companies. Before a career at Lumira, each partner held
senior operating leadership roles at large life sciences companies,
entrepreneurial start-ups, growth companies and other private
equity firms.

Along with being the deepest, broadest, most active and experienced
life sciences investor domiciled in Canada, we have spent almost 20
years building a strong US based franchise. Thematically driven, we
partner with highly motivated and visionary founders, management
teams and co-investors to build transformative companies. We aim
to be impactful investor, in terms of the returns we deliver to our
investors and the patients whose unmet needs are the development
objective of our company’s innovations. We support innovations
that improve patients’ lives, lower the overall cost of healthcare, and
provide greater treatment opportunities across diverse populations.
We empower professional development within and beyond our
team and have proactively built a highly diversified and inclusive
work force and office environment. We manage the Lumira Venture
Innovation Program to develop and support next generation talent
development in Canada and we established the Lumira Foundation,
to support the philanthropic engagement of our employees in the
communities we work and invest.
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mcrockcapital.com

AUM:
$180M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

OS:

mkbandco.com

Investment Thesis
McRock Capital is the first dedicated Digital Industrial venture capital fund manager focused
on the intersection of data and software in large industrial markets and smart cities. The funds
invest in North America, Europe, and Israel. The McRock team has a unique background
of building high-growth Digital Industrial and Industrial SaaS companies while having deep
domain experience in the power, water, oil and gas industries. McRock is backed by several
leading institutional investors and global corporations including Cisco Systems, Caterpillar,
Shell, Mitsubishi, AspenTech and Électricité de France (EDF).
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

AUM:
$188M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

McRock iNFund LP (Fund I) is a $70 million 2015 vintage year fund. It is fully invested with 9
portfolio companies and 3 exits to date.

In 2021, MKB achieved an oversubscribed $175 million (US $135M) close for its second Fund
(“Fund II”), focused on themes of decarbonization, decentralization, digitization and electrification.
Fund II continues to invest in growth-stage companies, and has already completed investments
in the EV charging, fleet electrification, residential solar and carbon removal technology space.
MKB also manages Fund I (US $42M) and a number of SPVs with similar investment themes.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

MKB successfully exited Potentia (commercial solar independent power producer) in 2016,
partially monetized its position in Miovision (cloud-based traffic management technology) in
2020, and in 2021, exited its position in Opus One Solutions (smart grid software). MKB’s
portfolio also includes sector leaders such as Bboxx (off-grid electricity), FLO (EV charging),
velofix (last-mile bike shop), Communauto (car sharing operator), Sense (home energy
intelligence), Ample (modular battery swapping), Palmetto (residential solar), Carbicrete Inc.
(carbon removal technology).

ThoughtTrace, an AI-powered document intelligence platform was acquired by Thomson Reuters
Mnubo, an artificial intelligence software company was acquired by AspenTech for $102 million.
Decisive Farming, a precision agriculture software company was acquired by Telus.
Landing AI was founded by world-renowned AI expert, Dr. Andrew Ng and has created a no
code/low code AI platform to bring the power of AI to all industries.
Miovision is creating a future with more on-demand city services and less traffic by using
data to transform urban mobility.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

McRock Capital was co-founded by Scott MacDonald and Whitney
Rockley.

The immense growth in the volume of data and the connectivity and
automation of assets on digital platforms is driving massive adoption
of Industrial Software in a myriad of industrial sectors. Cloud
computing has become increasingly prevalent across verticals; the
Industrial Software of today has evolved from on-premises, clunky
and centralized offerings to smart, distributed service models. No
surprise then that Industrial Software is rapidly adopting the SaaS
model and becoming its own category: Industrial SaaS.

Whitney co-founded McRock Capital because she believed data
and software would transform industrial businesses much like the
evolution of Enterprise SaaS. Whitney has had a trail blazing career
in private capital. She was the first female Chair of the CVCA and
created the first taskforce on diversity and inclusion. She currently
serves on the boards of Samdesk, Miovision, Clearpath, Invixium
and Plus One Robotics.
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McRock believes that big industries are at a tipping point, facing
profound economic and technological challenges and opportunities,
and their big advancements are being powered by Industrial
Software. Industrial SaaS is about to become the most valuable
business tool ever.

IMPACT INVESTOR

Recent Investment Activity

McRock Fund III LP (launching in 2023) will be a $200 million Industrial Software focused fund.

Scott is an entrepreneur at heart and a venture capitalist by
training. An early pundit on the digital transformation and venture
investments in the industrial sector. He currently serves on the
boards of SkySpecs, Worldsensing, Invixium, Landing AI, Triax and
the CVCA.

The foundations making the past one hundred years of mass industrialization possible - energy,
transportation, food and water - are now impacted by a growing set of challenges such as climate
volatility, environmental degradation and supply chains risks. We have entered an age when
disruptive value creation will be concentrated in these sectors, as a global engine of innovation is
emerging to re-think such basics as where we get our electricity from. Companies who address
these challenges will become the growth stories of the age.

ESG METRICS

McRock Fund II LP is a $112 million 2019 vintage year fund. The fund is actively investing and
has 8 portfolio companies and 1 exit to date.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Investment Thesis

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

CL
NEXT-GENERATION ENERGY &
TRANSPORTATION

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Kenneth MacKinnon, Co-Founder and Managing Partner, direct
investing experience in cleantech and extensive investment banking
experience at senior level; Patrick Bennett, Partner and founding
member, international investing experience in energy, leads
development of strategy and new initiatives; Antonio Occhionero,
Managing Partner, direct investing, international M&A and banking
experience specialized in transportation, focus on corporate strategic
planning; Chanel Damphousse, Partner, direct investing in energy
and transport with focus on energy, fundraising and ESG integration;
and Vivian Koen, Partner, direct investing, M&A, investment banking
and strategy experience, leads food and agriculture investing.

MKB is a thematic investor, building on its research and deep
sector knowledge across the value chain to maximize returns.
MKB focuses on identifying large markets at inflection points,
innovative products and services, and scalable business models
led by talented and driven management teams whose vision align
with MKB’s. MKB helps CEOs transition their operations from
venture to growth phase and assists with iterations of strategy,
business model and financing structure to support growth and
value creation. Overall, MKB seeks to build a focused portfolio,
preferring this approach to one that is highly diversified.

McRock also invests The Right Way. The firm uses tangible, visible
and impactful ESG measures to implement its investment philosophy.
This is available for the world to see – Responsible Investment Report.
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MONTREAL, QUEBEC

OTHER OFFICES:
PHOENIX, AZ

OTHER OFFICES:
VANCOUVER, CALGARY, TORONTO

AG

SA

OS:

panache.vc

AUM:
$150M USD

INTERESTS:

CL

HT

CLIMATE SOLUTIONS, WATER TREATMENT,
CIRCULAR ECONOMY

pangaeaventures.com

Investment Thesis
We invest in Canada’s most ambitious pre-seed and seed-stage technology founders across a
wide range of industries.

AUM:
$190M USD

INTERESTS:

FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Pangaea Ventures invests in hard tech entrepreneurs that are addressing some of the world’s
most fundamental challenges. We invest in companies led by high performing teams that
leverage advancements in materials science, chemistry, biology, and physics. Sectors of interest
include: climate tech, food and agriculture, health care. The fund invests primarily in series A
stage companies based in Canada and the United States.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

Recent Investment Activity

•
•
•
•
•

Portfolio Companies & Exits

100 investments in FI and 12 in FII, respectively
B2B/SaaS, PropTech, FinTech, E-commerce, and HealthTech/Wellness
24% of cheques into female founded startups, 52% into companies with at least one
founder of colour
Portfolio: $8.6B market cap, raised $1.1B in venture capital, and created more than 3,300 jobs
33 portcos raised Series A and 7 raised Series B rounds

ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

Certn delivers comprehensive background screening that helps businesses make fact-based
hiring decisions and improves the user experience.
PurposeMed is improving access to complex care for underserved communities by connecting
them with specialized clinicians.
Flinks is a financial data gateway between fintech apps and Canadian bank accounts that was
acquired by National Bank.

IMPACT INVESTOR

PVF III (2011) - $60M committed, 11 investments. 2 exits via M&A (sale of Boulder Ionics, Sale of
Redlen Technologies), 1 IPO (ESS), and 1 partial exit (sale of a portion of the fund’s holdings in
CarbonCure via a secondary transaction)
PVF IV (2017) - $70M committed, $41M invested to date, 11 investments.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Lane is a workplace experience platform, transforming brick-and-mortar offices into thriving,
connected ecosystems.

Redlen Technologies - Redlen Technologies produces highly sensitive radiation sensors which
are enabling the next generation of CT imaging cameras. Redlen was acquired by Canon, Inc.
in September 2021 for US$335M
ESS - ESS provides safe, low cost, sustainable energy storage solutions. ESS went public on
the NYSE in Oct 2021 and currently trades under the ticker symbol GWH.

Tailscale is a zero-config VPN that installs on any device and manages firewall rules for you
from anywhere.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Mike Cegelski, Founder of iBwave and Beltron Technologies,
Partner at 500 Startups Canada, Board Chair of Anges Quebec

•

Patrick Lor, Co-founder of iStockphoto, EIR at Inovia Capital,
Managing Partner at 500 Startups Canada

Panache partners have been entrepreneurs themselves,
understand the founder journey, and have an aptitude for
identifying outstanding entrepreneurs at early stages

•

Panache Academy is a bootcamp that teaches early-stage
founders how to raise follow-on capital

Prashant Matta, Previously a Principal at OMERS Ventures, Product
Strategist at Samsung

•

Chris Neumann, Founder of Commonwealth Ventures and
DataHero, Venture Partner at 500 Startups

The Operations Director is actively involved in diversity and
inclusion research to find ways to create a more equitable VC
ecosystem

Pangaea Ventures is a world leader in hard tech and advanced
materials venture capital. Established in 2000, the Pangaea team has
spent decades standing shoulder-to-shoulder with entrepreneurs,
rolling up our sleeves to help them solve some of the most
fundamental problems in the world. The team brings deep technical,
financial, legal, and business experience to build companies that
help solve the world’s most fundamental problems. Each team
member of Pangaea Ventures brings a strong commitment, vision,
and expertise to Pangaea Ventures.

•

Portfolio network of 150+ founders who have gone through
the startup journey themselves (pre-seed to Series B) and
can provide one another with peer-peer mentorship and
knowledge sharing.

Pangaea Ventures has over 20 years experience of investing in
hardtech entrepreneurs. We have invested in over 30 high-growth,
high-impact companies. We have a deep understanding of what
the value inflection points are for hardtech companies. Pangaea
Ventures has strategic relationships with some of the world’s
largest industrial, material, and chemical companies, many of
whom have invested in previous Pangaea Funds. These companies
have identified hard tech and advanced materials innovation as a
pillar for their growth strategy. Pangaea Ventures leverages these
relationships to access subject matter experts, market intelligence,
and help portfolio companies leverage an unparalleled network for
an unfair competitive advantage.

•

Internal database of 52K+ external relationships accessible to
portfolio companies

Scott Loong, Founder of Covera, Previous Principal & EIR at Ferst
Capital Partners, Lawyer at Gowlings
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ST. JOHN’S, NEWFOUNDLAND
AND LABRADOR

VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
OTHER OFFICE(S):
MONTREAL

SA
AI

$30M USD

INTERESTS:
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Pelorus VC is a pre-seed and seed-stage venture capital fund investing in technology companies
based in Newfoundland & Labrador. The fund is sector agnostic and includes companies in
software, MedTech, CleanTech, hardware, and other sectors. We are often the first institutional
investor, many times investing at the pre-revenue stage. We believe that empowering talented
entrepreneurs is key to success, so we spend time getting to know founders before we invest.

AUM:
$70M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

VNL I launched its $10M USD pre-seed fund in 2015. 10 investments, and 1 exit to date. The
portfolio companies continue to develop and have raised more than $52M USD in follow-on
capital.
VNL II had its first close in September, 2021. The fund is currently at $19M USD and has made
4 investments to date.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Recent Investment Activity

ICT

IoT

PT

SaaS

Pender Ventures invests in health tech and B2B software companies at the inflection point to
scale. We look for companies with strong signs of product market fit, clear understanding of the
drivers of the business, and a demonstrated ability to grow efficiently. Pender Ventures invests
across North America, with a focus on Canadian companies. Our team is one of the most diverse
in Canada and we believe strongly that diverse portfolios lead to better financial outcomes.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Clockwork Fox was acquired by Carnegie Learning in 2020.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Chris Moyer is Pelorus VC’s Managing Partner and part of the
founding team. He has a decade of experience with Growthworks
and has a deep background in finance and accounting. Chris
is currently working towards his Executive Doctor of Business
Administration (EDMA) through Saint Mary’s University.

We are focused on investing at the earliest stages of a company,
often before revenue. At this stage so much of the company’s
success is about the founders, their team, and how they navigate
early milestones. It’s normal for us to spend 6 to 12 months getting
to know founders before we invest. Once we invest, we continue
to play a very active role.

Sarah Murphy is a Partner with Pelorus VC. She has a background
working with early-stage startups and as a founder. She co-authored
the Gender Diversity Playbook, which helps startups build more
diverse, higher-performing teams.

Our expertise is in helping founders move from ideation to
navigating first revenue, and getting to the next stage in their
growth where later stage funds can support the companies as they
begin to scale.

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

ESG METRICS

Fund I - $19M (2018) – $12M invested in 9 B2B technology companies, 4 of which are health
tech investments. One partial exit and one IPO.
Fund II - $40M first close (Q4 2022) - $2M invested in first portfolio company. Target fund size
of $80M invested across 10-13 B2B technology companies, with a target for 50% being health
tech investments.

CoLab Software for engineering teams completed a $15.3M USD Series A led by Insight
Partners in late 2021.
Mysa was recognized as the Best Smart Thermostat of the Year in 2021 and completed their
$14.8M USD Series B round in fall 2021.
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HT

Investment Thesis

WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

FIN

penderventures.com

pelorusvc.com

AUM:

CY

Pender Ventures is a hands-on investor that provides strategic advice, network access and
support for team building. We engage early in the startup life cycle to form relationships and
pride ourselves on being an investor of choice for founders with multiple funding options.
Companies we have worked with in Fund I include:
Clarius Mobile Health
Checkfront

Copperleaf Technologies (IPO TSX:CPLF)
Jane Software (partial secondary exit)

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Our team is comprised of diverse backgrounds and life experiences,
which helps mitigate traditional venture blind spots and generate
robust investment discussions. We are experienced in backing both
B2B and health technology companies and leverage an active and
economically aligned venture partner network to both source and
support our portfolio companies.

Pender Ventures stands out for our B2B health tech thesis, our
commitment to diversity and impact, and our connection to the
larger Pender investment platform.
•

Health tech – Pender Ventures is one of the few Canadian
investors who focus on B2B software that drives tangible
improvements across the health care system.

Maria Pacella, Managing Partner
Isaac Souweine, Partner
Kenndal McArdle, Principal
Meryeme Lahmami, Principal
Tony Rautava, Associate
Lynn Frazer, Head of People Strategy

•

Diversity and impact – We have a best-in-class track record
of investing in and supporting diverse teams with positive
social impact.

•

The Pender platform - Our integration within a diversified
asset management platform enhances insights, networks,
and exit potential for our portfolio companies.
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TORONTO, ONTARIO

TORONTO, ONTARIO

OTHER OFFICES:
MONTREAL, NEW YORK, PARIS, SAN FRANCISCO, LONDON, AUSTIN

OTHER OFFICE(S):
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
AI

FIN

SA

portagevc.com

AUM:
$2.2B USD

Investment Thesis
•

Portage Ventures: a global fintech capital strategy dedicated to supporting fintech
and financial service champions, investing in Seed-Series C companies that exhibit
advantaged position to transform a market. Core areas of focus are Consumer & SMB
Finance, Insurance, Wealth & Asset Management, Fintech Enablers & Payments.

•

Portage Capital Solutions: a global late-stage structured equity strategy focused on the
post-venture fintech and financial services sector, focusing on post venture, 20%+ growth
profile, with a profitable or clear path to breakeven.

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

radical.vc

AUM:
$800M USD

INTERESTS:

Investment Thesis
Radical Ventures is a venture capital firm investing in world-leading companies developing and
applying artificial intelligence to shape the future of how we live, work and play.

FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

As of June 30, 2022:
•
Portage Ventures I (2016 vintage): CA$183M committed capital, 21 portfolio companies,
7 fund investments
•
Portage Ventures II (2018 vintage): CA427M committed capital, 30 portfolio companies,
12 fund investments
•
Portage Ventures III (2021 vintage): US$655M committed capital, 26 portfolio
companies, currently deploying capital
•
Portage Capital Solutions (2022 vintage): currently fundraising (US$1B target) and
deploying capital
•
•
•

What Makes Us Unique

Adam Felesky (Co-founder and CEO of Portage)

Global perspective: Global deal flow driven by our presence in
multiple geographies, reputation as fintech experts, and extensive
network of LPs, advisors, and industry contacts.

Paul Desmarais III (Co-founder of Portage, CEO & Chairman of
Sagard)
Helene Falchier (Partner, Portage Ventures)
Ricky Lai (Partner, Portage Ventures)
Devon Kirk (Partner, Portage Capital Solutions)
Daniel Ballen (Partner, Portage Capital Solutions)

Thesis-driven investment approach: Deep fintech knowledge
facilitates a focused approach to deal sourcing and extensive
theses developed in core focus areas.
Investment and operational expertise in fintech across all aspects
of fintech
Value Creation team accelerates growth in portfolio companies
with expertise in areas such as technology, marketing, enterprise
sales, cybersecurity, and data infrastructure
Strong and expanding corporate LP network who derive
significant financial and strategic value through our partnerships
and insights model.
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Please visit https://radical.vc/portfolio/ for more information on our portfolio companies.
Cohere – Cohere harnesses the power of language understanding, allowing developers and
businesses to generate, categorize and organize text at a scale that was previously unimaginable.
Radical Investments: Seed, Series A, Series B
Waabi – Waabi is building the next generation of self-driving technology, unleashing the
power of AI to “drive” safely in the real world and bringing the promise of self-driving closer
to commercialization. Waabi was founded by AI pioneer Raquel Urtasun, the former Chief
Scientist at Uber ATG.
Radical Investments: Series A

Wealthsimple: The largest robo-advisor and digital wealth management platform in
Canada, offering investment, savings and tax products.
Clark: Clark is a transparent, affordable, and comprehensive life, health and auto
insurance broker in Germany.
Albert: Albert is a financial advice application in the US improving users’ financial health
through an integrated suite of features.

Management Team

Stephanie Choo (Partner, Portage Ventures)

Portfolio Companies & Exits

You.com – You.com is a next-generation search engine that is reimagining search for privacy
and trust by leveraging large language models to deliver better results.
Radical Investments: Series A
Untether - A manufacturer of high-performance, ultra-efficient and scalable AI chips. Untether
AI’s latest chip is now the top performing, commercially available inference chip.
Radical Investments: Series A, Series A Extension, Series B

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Jordan Jacobs, Co-founder and Managing Partner

Radical Ventures is an Artificial Intelligence-focused VC fund
created by AI founders for AI founders. Radical Ventures’
founders also founded Layer 6 – one of Canada’s largest AI
exits – and the Vector Institute for AI. Radical Ventures’ team
has unparalleled technical expertise, business experience and
relationships across the AI world, enabling us to invest in AI
world-leaders. Radical Ventures’ Velocity Program provides
specialized support to help AI companies achieve global success.

Tomi Poutanen, Co-founder
Blair Bernholtz, Partner, Chief Financial Officer
Salim Teja, Partner, Velocity Program
Aaron Brindle, Partner, Public Affairs
Parasvil Patel, Partner
Rob Toews, Partner, Palo Alto
John Megrue, Vice Chair, Partner
Ed Clark, Partner
David Katz, Partner
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ICT SaaS

ravencapitalpartners.ca

AUM:
$50M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

SA

realventures.com

Investment Thesis

AUM:

Raven Indigenous Capital Partners invests in innovative Indigenous-led and owned businesses
that demonstrate potential for scale and transformational impact in Canada and the United States.
We take an active, hands-on approach that leverages our entrepreneurial and stage expertise in
five thematic areas: technology (SaaS, Fin-Tech), Clean Energy, Regenerative Agriculture, Health
and Natural Products.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

$250M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

IMPACT INVESTOR

Recent Investment Activity

Fund I (Vintage 2019) $20mn committed capital) – 11 investments; no realized exits
Fund II (2022) ($75mn) – Final Closing in December 2022

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Virtual Gurus: two-sided Talent-as-a-Service marketplace backed by AI/Machine Learning.
Completed $8.3mn A2 Round in March 2022.
Cheekbone Beauty: First Indigenous cosmetics brand in Sephora. Sustainably sourced
ingredients and packaging.

What Makes Us Unique

Raven’s management team combines full cycle principal investing
experience with deep cultural knowledge, cross-border Indigenous
networks, and leadership in Indigenous impact measurement and
metrics.

There are 11.5 million Indigenous Peoples across Canada and the
United States. Indigenous Peoples rank lowest on the Human
Development Index among any racialized group and continue
to face systemic barriers accessing capital. Alongside the reemergence of entrepreneurship as a primary pathway to self
determination and economic sovereignty, Raven was established
in 2018 as North America’s only Indigenous-led and owned venture
capital intermediary.

Jeffrey Cyr, Managing Partner
Paul Lacerte, Chief Impact Officer
Stephen Nairne, Chief Investment Officer

Raven provides culturally safe pathways for Indigenous
entrepreneurs to access the capital and community of support
required to build and scale enterprises.
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Real Ventures is a seed-stage venture firm primarily investing in Canadian-founded companies
that leverage technology to build massively impactful, globally successful businesses. The
Firm remains sector agnostic, ensuring it has access to the very best that Canadian founders
have to offer. Investing throughout the technology lifecycle, from deep-tech innovation to
massive-scale consumer adoption, the firm is able to continually refine its perspective on
how new business models, new technologies, changing demographics and cultural shifts will
result in new investment opportunities.

Recent Investment Activity

Real Ventures manages US$250M across 4 funds, making 70+ seed and pre-seed investments
in the past four years and a further 40+ investments through its FounderFuel accelerator and its
recently spun out university scout program, Front Row Ventures. The current combined NAV of its
ownership stakes is over US$600M, including multiple companies valued at over US$1B.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Notable Exits:

Totem Technologies: Native American fin-tech company focused on delivering solutions for
1.6mn unbanked Native Americans.

Management Team

Investment Thesis

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Notable portfolio Companies:

Sonder went public via SPAC
Unsplash acquired by Getty Images
Planora acquired by RedPrairie
Lagoa acquired by Autodesk
BreatheLife acquired by SE2

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Paper raised a $270M USD Series D
Renorun raised a $181M CAD Series B
BenchSci raised a $63M CAD Series C
League raised a $110M CAD Series C
Vention raised a $95M USD Series C

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Real Ventures, led by Managing Partner John Stokes, has an
experienced, diverse investing team based out of offices in Montreal
and Toronto. The full-time investing team is also supported by a
select number of Board Partners, who contribute their investment
and operational experience to the firm. Collectively this team has 75+
years of venture capital experience and possess deep knowledge in
a broad range of sectors.

Real Ventures is one of the most storied brands in Canadian venture
capital. The firm is known to founders as an insightful, connected,
and trusted ally, that has the capital and credibility to lead seed
and pre-seed investment rounds in companies that are often prerevenue and even pre-product. Real Ventures pedigree has also
established it as a desirable co-investment partner for many of North
America’s strongest Series-A and beyond investors. In addition to
venture investing capabilities, the firm is also recognized for the way
it continues to invest its expertise, energy, and time into building and
cultivating communities and ecosystems in which these Canadian
based founders can thrive.
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$700M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

CL

SaaS

renewalfunds.com

relayventures.com

AUM:

B2C

SaaS

AUM:

Investment Thesis

$200M USD

Relay Ventures is an early stage venture fund focused on four verticals: Urbantech (Transportation
& Mobility), Proptech, Fintech, and Sportstech (Sports, Media & Entertainment). Relay primarily
focuses on investing in startups that are headquartered in Canada and the United States, but will
opportunistically invest elsewhere. Relay writes initial cheques at the Pre-Seed and Seed stage
and looks to double down into its most promising companies at the Series A and beyond. Relay
reserves capital to partner with our portfolio companies through the life of the business and
actively help our companies improve the likelihood of outlier outcomes.

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Renewal Funds is Vancouver-based impact venture capital firm investing in early and growth
stage companies in Canada and the U.S. We support innovative products and platforms operating
in the following impact sectors: the energy transition, mobility, food systems, zero waste and
resource conservation. We support passionate, change-agent entrepreneurs, whose business
we can help grow with our capital, networks and expertise.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

IMPACT INVESTOR

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

Over the last 36 months Relay has participated in nearly 25 transactions across 17 portfolio
companies. These include initial investments in companies like Playmaker, Enthusiast Gaming,
Robinland, Boomerang, and Cookin and follow-on investments in current and previous funds in
companies like Populus, Rally Rd, Sherpa, and Mojio.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Relay led the first institutional rounds of each of these portfolio companies. As lifecycle investors,
Relay continued to participate in later stage rounds in each of these companies and remains
active as board members.
•
•
•
•
•
•

What Makes Us Unique

Relay has an experienced team of eighteen professionals led by five
partners with more than 100 years of collective experience in earlystage venture investing. John Albright and Kevin Talbot co-founded
Relay Ventures in 2008 and since then have been its Managing
Partners. Alex Baker joined Relay in 2008 as Partner and has
since been promoted to Managing Partner where he is involved in
sourcing and managing investments. Irfhan Rawji joined Relay as a
Venture Partner in 2016 and has since been promoted to Managing
Partner, transitioning from his role as CEO of MobSquad. Jeannette
Wiltse has been with the firm since inception as a Partner and CFO
where she manages the finance and operations functions. Jake
Cassaday, who joined Relay in 2015 and was promoted to Partner in
2019, is currently a Venture Partner at Relay after joining Playmaker
Capital, a Relay portfolio company, as COO. Geoff Beattie has been
Non-Executive Chairman since 2013.

1.

Relay has always been deep sector specialists. When
meeting with companies, we come with a prepared mind and
understanding of the industry.

2.

Relay invests at the earliest stage of a company’s life and looks
to continually follow-on through multiple funding rounds. We are
hands-on investors with strong conviction to concentrate capital
in our most promising companies.

3.

Relay primarily gains conviction through investing in top tier
founding teams addressing opportunities in markets in which we
are well versed. By having significant knowledge of the market,
we believe we can see opportunities where others cannot.

Renewal2 (vintage 2010):
Committed capital: USD $34M; 11 investments; 7 exits
Renewal3 (vintage 2014):
Committed capital: USD $58M; 14 investments; 3 exits; 1 partial exit
Renewal4 (vintage 2019):
Committed capital: USD $111M; 15 investments; 1 exit; 1 partial exit

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Ecobee (Toronto) – initial investment in 2007, acquired by Generac in 2021
Prove (New York) – initial investment in 2010
TouchBistro (Toronto) – initial investment in 2013
theScore (Toronto) – initial investment in 2013, acquired by Penn National Gaming in 2021
Greenlight (Atlanta ) – initial investment in 2016
7shifts (Saskatoon) – initial investment in 2016

Management Team
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Recent Investment Activity

2022 Investments:

Sample Exits:

Tru Earth
Plastic-free, waterless laundry eco-strip
detergent and other household cleaning
products.
Share Mobility
Mobility-as-a-Service pooled rides for the
manufacturing sector and transit agencies.

Miovision; Renewal2 2021 exit
Technology solutions to improve traffic flow
in cities.
Sweet Earth; Renewal3 2017 exit
Meat alternative high-protein ready-to-eat
meals.
Opus One Solutions; Renewal4 2021 exit
Software accelerating the transition to
distributed renewable energy.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

The Renewal Funds team has deep experience in mission-based
investing and a track record that spans two decades and three
funds. Our team has capabilities across finance, legal, tech,
sustainability and impact. We add value for entrepreneurs through
capital, networks, and expertise.

We focus on underserved sub-sectors and investment economics
that support liquidity and low failure rates. Our patient capital
approach ensures our portfolio companies are properly capitalized
to build resilient and long-lasting climate and ecosystem
solutions. We measure and report on key outcomes across our
impact themes: emissions mitigation, resource and ecosystem
preservation, waste and pollution reduction and soil health and
biodiversity. By supporting companies that empower consumers,
businesses and governments to make more sustainable choices,
we believe we can generate significant social, environmental and
financial returns.

Paul Richardson, Managing & Founding Partner
Genevieve Pinto, Partner
Geordan Hankinson, Partner
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rippleventures.com

AUM:
$35M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

Recent Investment Activity

Investment Thesis
Ripple Ventures is an early-stage venture fund that invests across a few thesis areas such as
enterprise, creator, and developer tools across web2 and web3. We lead or co-lead pre-seed to
seed investments in Canada and the U.S.
More: https://www.rippleventures.com/thesis
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

$500M USD

B2C
SaaS
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INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Round13 Capital is one of Canada’s largest seed/venture/growth-stage investment firms and is
actively investing across the following funds:
•
•
•

ESG METRICS

Fund II - $10M - 9 Investments, 1 exit

•

Voiceflow - Pre-Seed Lead - Series A Funded, backed by True Ventures, Felicis Ventures,
Amazon & Google

•

Rose Rocket - Led Seed+ - Series B Funded, back by Addition, Shine Capital and ScaleUP VC

•

Tread - Pre-Seed - Series A - Funded by Crosslink Capital, Real Ventures, FJ Labs

•

OnCall Health - Led Pre-Seed & Seed - Series A Funded, backed by Base10 Partners,
Panache V

What Makes Us Unique

Matt Cohen - Managing Partner
•
10+ years on Wall Street (merger arb event driven hedge fund
trading) at Royal Bank of Canada & National Bank
•
Director of Enterprise Sales at StreetContxt
•
-Active angel investor with proven exits
•
Founder and Host of the Tank Talks Podcast

We are the only Canadian fund that is leading pre-seed deals and
investing across the US and Canada while doing the hard work
others aren’t willing to do. Our RippleX Fellowship Program is the
largest student network of entrepreneurs in Canada and has seen
Alumni raise over $50M in VC funding to date. Our weekly Tank Talks
podcast has produced over 100+ episodes and has allowed us to
build meaningful relationships with the top investors, operators and
founders globally.

Round13 Ventures: Invests in software and tech-enabled businesses across the company
lifecycle.
Round13 Growth: Invests in late-stage companies and bridges the funding gap between
traditional venture and public market investors.
Round13 EarthTech: Invests in companies focused on environmental/sustainability across
a number of sectors including energy, waste, materials, food and agriculture.
Round13 Digital Assets: Invests in the strongest technical protocols/teams focused on
security, scalability, and interoperability for blockchain/digital assets.

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

Fund I - $10M - 10 Investments, 3 exits

Dominic Lau - Partner
•
6+ years investing in early stage startups at Ripple Ventures,
EVP, UW SVF, & other emerging managers
•
Founder and Program Manager of the RippleX Fellowship
and RippleX Fellow Fund
•
Accounting and finance at KPMG
•
Deeply integrated into the Toronto/Waterloo/NYC startup
ecosystems

Investment Thesis

•

Management Team
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AUM:

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

Fund II - $50M Target - 3 Investments

Portfolio Companies & Exits

AI
PT

round13.com

CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

AG
IoT

Recent Investment Activity

Round13 Capital is actively investing across its Ventures, Growth, EarthTech, and Digital Asset
funds and has invested in over 52 companies including sector leaders such as Article (eCommerce
D2C modern furniture retailer), HiMama (#1 rated SaaS childcare app), MARZ (tech-enabled visual
effects studio), Trade Cafe (cloud-based protein trade fulfilment platform), RealServus (formerly
Right at Home – Canada’s largest independent tech-enabled real estate brokerage).

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Round13 exits include: Lane Technologies (proptech SaaS software - acquired by VTS),
Sourced Group (cloud consulting - acquired by Amdocs NASDAQ:DOX), Hubdoc (fintech
SaaS software - acquired by Xero), TouchBistro (restaurant management software). Round13
also holds positions in public companies such as LifeSpeak (SaaS platform for mental health/
well being education TSE:LSPK), Tribe Property Technologies (proptech company disrupting
traditional property management industry TSXV:TRBE).

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Round13 was co-founded by Bruce Croxon (lifelong entrepreneur,
Founder Lavalife) and John Eckert (25 years VC investing). Team
includes partners with extensive investment and operating
experience.

Proprietary Deal Flow: Uniquely positioned to see the most
attractive deals in Canada. Deep network of relationships in venture/
growth ecosystems and through media profile of Bruce Croxon.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alex Yanitsky (investment professional, Goldman, Teachers, RBC)
Brahm Klar (investment professional ONCAP, RBC)
Craig Strong (Sales strategy, Deloitte, JWT, entrepreneur)
Khaled Verjee (early crypto investor, Standard Bank,
Nomura, Exotix Capital)
Sanjiv Samant (20+ years tech banking and advisory)
Satraj Bambra (serial tech entrepreneur, BHouse–acquired,
BlockEQ-acquired)
Wilson Lee (serial tech leader, multiple exits, 20+ years startup experience)

Founder Friendly Approach and Network: We have over 30
successful tech founders as LP’s in our funds. They are willing to use
their knowledge and experience to help our companies grow.
Rigorous Due Diligence: Working closely with industry experts to
identify risks prior to investing and to design effective strategies
post investment.
“Hands-On” Investing Style: Frequent interactions with
management, assistance building world-class companies including
hiring, strategy development, networking, funding and sales and
marketing. We seek to appoint at least one director to the board of
each investee.
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thriveagrifood.com

sandpiper.vc

AUM:
$30M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

AUM:

Investment Thesis
Sandpiper Venture Fund I is a $20M seed stage venture capital fund based on the east coast
of Canada and we invest exclusively in women-led tech companies across Canada. We invest in
tech companies with women and non-binary founders in the C-suite with equitable ownership,
as an underrepresented demographic that is over-performing. We are industry agnostic,
but make our investments in companies where our experience and networks are relevant,
focusing on companies in Climate Tech, Consumer Tech, Healthcare/Life-sciences and SaaS/
AI. We create funds that deliver a reliable return by investing in founders and start-ups that are
intent on changing the world around them. We build on our investment and generously impart
business acumen and hands-on support that is proven to increase their chances of success in
the marketplace. Sandpiper is a deliberate investor, investing in 10-12 companies in each fund,
evaluating each investment against its potential to return the entire fund.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

ESG METRICS

$25M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Sandpiper has made eight seed-stage investments (1 ClimateTech, 2 ConsumerTech, 2
Healthcare/Life sciences, 3 SaaS/AI) in the past 20 months that we have been active. Initial
investment have been between $350k-$1M, keeping 60% of the fund for follow-on. We
have followed on to date in two of those companies to retain ownership, based upon strong
performance against milestones.

What Makes Us Unique

Our management team consists of three GPs, a full time Investment
Lead, a Director of Operations (fractional), a Director of Marketing
and Community (fractional), a CLO (fractional) and a CFO (fractional).
We creatively use the limited resources of a small fund to attract
the right talent and build the infrastructure to support larger/multiple
funds as we grow. Our Investment Committee is comprised of our
three GPs, who jointly make all investment decisions, and augmented
by industry and VC experts depending upon the company under
evaluation. Our GPs are entrepreneur operator CEOs with multiple
exits and decades of investment, M&A, international expansion,
company building, scaling and governance. Cathy Bennett, GP with
lead responsibility Operations, HR, Finance, Rhiannon Davies, GP
with lead responsibility Investment and Fundraising, Sarah Young,
GP with lead responsibility Marketing, PR, Network Activation,
Strategic Partnerships.

We are an operator driven fund, our management team and active
advisors are well connected Canadian business leaders, ex-CEOs,
with deep international industry and operations experience,
providing access to unique deal-flow and the tools and networks
to support our portfolio companies. Our GPs have built companies
from scratch, scaled companies into new markets, developed
talent, failed and succeeded in M&As, and executed multi-billion
$IPOs. We have taken these companies successfully through
volatile and adverse market conditions. We are bringing access to
capital and the resources that our founders need to be successful
in global markets, particularly with today’s market conditions.

Investment Thesis
The Fund invests in technology powered startups with innovative ideas for products and services
in the areas of AgTech and FoodTech. We are looking for solutions that will significantly increase
or transform agriculture from field to fork, including big data and analytics, biotechnology, cloud
services/SaaS, connected devices, infrastructure and supply chain, and automation and robotics.
Startups should be Seed to Series A+ with a product either in development or in market.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

For all our investment portfolio, please check out our alumni page here.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Current Portfolio Companies include: Milk Moovement, based in Halifax. who recently raised
$20 Million USD To Transform the Dairy Industry’s Supply Chain - see here. We invested in 2019.

IMPACT INVESTOR

Management Team
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AG

This year we made 10 investments in Canadian start-ups - all companies can be found on our
Canada page here.

Three portfolio companies of SVG Venture’s earlier funds have achieved exits to date, the
latest being Serket B.V from the Netherlands (exit at a 2.4x multiple) - exit at a 2.2x multiple.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

John Hartnett, CEO & Founder

Since 2010, SVG Ventures | THRIVE has been the leading global
AgriFood investment and innovation platform. We’re comprised
of top agriculture, food and technology corporations, universities,
and investors. With a community of over 8,000 startups from 100
countries, the THRIVE platform invests, accelerates, and creates
unparalleled access for entrepreneurs to scale globally and solve
the biggest challenges facing the food and agriculture industries.
THRIVE’s Corporate Innovation Program is focused on connecting
our corporate partners with emerging technologies and startups
that will make the most significant impact in their organizations.
SVG’s global partners include leading government, agriculture,
and technology corporations such as Alberta Government, Old’s
College, Calgary Economic Development, Corteva, Driscoll’s, FCC,
BASF, Kubota, Land O’Lakes, Trimble, Taylor Farms, Bayer, ICL,
SHELL, Nutrien, Intel, Valmont, UFA, Yamaha Motor Ventures, and
Wilber-Ellis. Learn more at www.thriveagrifood.com.

John Cassidy, Managing Director Canada
Helen Hartnett, COO
Rose O’Connor, Finance Manager
Greg Young, Venture Partner
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tactico.com
the51.com

AUM:
$20M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Tactico has been investing in venture and growth companies since 2008. We take a handson investment approach, targeting Seed-Series A opportunities that can benefit from our
experience as founders, operators and investors. Having been part of the North American
private investment ecosystem for over a decade, Tactico has developed an expertise in
technology-focused and financial service verticals.

AUM:
$20M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

GENERAL NETWORKING

WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Investment Thesis
The51 Food and AgTech Fund invests in outliers solving the planet’s most urgent food-related
climate, environmental, and farming challenges. We provide capital, talent, and community to
coachable tech entrepreneurs with the tenacity to deliver venture-scale, profitable returns, and
measurable environmental and social impact.
Fund I and Fund II are sector-agnostic funds investing in women and gender-diverse founders
who are building innovative companies primarily based in Canada. Portfolio companies must
be women or gender-diverse-led with an equitable ownership.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Tactico currently manages two investment structures: Tactico VC and Tactico Strategic
Finance (TSF):
•

Tactico VC offers access to individual venture investment opportunities through special
purpose vehicles (SPVs). The model allows accredited investors to invest alongside
Tactico in targeted early stage start-ups on a deal-by-deal basis.

•

Tactico TSF is a private venture debt fund which sources high-yielding debt investments
in diversified early and growth stage Canadian companies.

Tactico is proud of it’s zero loss record, having exited 14 of 24 portfolio companies since 2008.
Investments have been made in Canadian and American companies with varying industry
focus including Willful (Legal Tech), Soundskrit (Audio Tech), Emma Labs (B2C Insurtech),
ProNavigator (B2B Insurtech), Intuitive Machines (Aerospace) to name but a few. Notable exits
include Moka (Fintech), a $64M acquisition by Mogo Inc. (NASDAQ/TSX: MOGO).

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Dr. Liam Cheung - VC Director - Seasoned investor, director and
executive working with financial services and technology businesses
for over 25 years.

In addition to capital infusion, our principals take an active role in
every deal we do. This includes developing strategic positioning
and helping address and resolve operational issues. We invest in
companies where we have the relevant expertise to help guide our
portfolio companies to success. We take pride in prioritizing the
transfer of intellectual capital to founders and teams.

Rick Ness – Managing Partner - Serial entrepreneur. Since 1995
Rick has been instrumental in leading 18 businesses from start-up or
under-performing to success.
Philippe Leroux – Partner - Business lawyer specializing in
technology and venture equity with over 20 years of experience in
the legal and financial services industries.
Tahnya Baloukas – Chief Operating Officer – Leads investment
activities and oversees fund reporting.
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One of our key strengths is strategic exit planning, negotiation and
implementation, including ownership transitions. These strengths
allow for developing and executing operational efficiencies
to accelerate growth, increase productivity, and maximize
performance.

Recent Investment Activity

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

Food and AgTech Fund (raising)
Targeting $50M CAD early-stage fund;
Farm Credit Canada as the lead institutional
investor

ESG METRICS

IMPACT INVESTOR

Fund I - $10M (closed 2022)
$5.5M deployed in 22 companies

Fund II (raising)
Targeting $10M CAD fund; total invested:
nearing first close of $2.5M CAD
Investments made: none to date

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Fund I’s portfolio companies include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Virtual Gurus (Board seat)
BelliWelli
VodaSafe
Jombone
Syantra (Board Seat)
SomaDetect (Board
Observer)
MINDD

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blume (Skincare)
Sampler
True Angle
Hyivy
ReUpp
Pngme
MyFO
Pocketed

•
•
•
•
•
•

Areto Labs
Mercator AI
Haloo
Alder
Cadence (Board
Observer)
Blume (Functional
Lattes)

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

•

Judy Fairburn, Fund Managing Partner, Fund I and II; General
Partner, Food and AgTech Fund

•

Shelley Kuipers, General Partner, Fund I, II and Food and
AgTech Fund

•

Alison Sunstrum, Fund Managing Partner and General Partner,
Food and AgTech Fund

The51 is a Financial Feminist™ platform built by women, for everyone.
We educate, activate and deploy capital for economic and societal
good. In just under three years we have activated $18 million in capital
from 160 accredited LP’s, reviewed more than 1,400 ventures, invested
in 29 companies and built a community of 21,000. Our investment
team are former Founders, CEOs, Engineers, and Farmers. We have
scaled Industrial Cleantech, Animal Ag globally, and Fintech to a
Billion-dollar exit. We have been instrumental in Global Ag, Climate,
Energy, and Plant-Based Food acceleration programs. We leverage
the financial and human capital of our community to accelerate an
outperforming, under-invested asset class of diverse founders.
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twosmallfish.vc

AUM:
$30M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

AI

Investment Thesis
Two Small Fish Ventures invests in early-stage, transformative technology companies. We back
gritty founders driven by bold ambitions to reinvent how we live, work, and play.
The firm evaluates potential investments based on two key elements: the tenacity and global
mindset of the founder as well as the transformative potential of the tech and its ability to reach
internet scale.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

AUM:
$330M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW

ICT

LS

SaaS

TSFV Fund I was an angel fund that invested in 20 companies and saw a 15x MOIC.

OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
IMPACT INVESTOR

Ada - Closed a Series C round at a $1.2B valuation translating to a 60x return
Sheertex - Raised $101M Series C round led by H&M generating a 5x return
Tealbook - Generated a 10x return

Portfolio Companies & Exits

BenchSci - Raised C$63M in a Series C round generating a 50x return

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Respected entrepreneur-turned-investor, Eva Lau is the Founding
and General Partner of Two Small Fish Ventures. She is one of the
few women leading a venture fund in Canada.

TSFV is founded by entrepreneurs who know what it takes to turn
a simple idea into a successful business. The team has launched,
scaled and managed the exit of one of Canada’s most successful
tech companies and wants to leverage their experience and the
lessons learned along the way to help other founders succeed.
Whether it’s finding product market fit or scaling operations, the
TSFV team offers practical and actionable advice to founders
because they’ve done it themselves. With significant operating,
technical, product, and fundraising experience, the team has deep
domain expertise to offer useful insights to portfolio companies.

Fund I – $110M (2010) – $72M invested in 20 portfolio companies, 11 of which were in Canada
and 9 in the United States. The Fund has had 9 exits. Five companies remain in the current
portfolio, including Vendasta, OmniSci, and Planet Labs.

Fund III – $90M (2020) – $20M invested in 8 companies, 5 of which are in Canada and 3 in the
United States. Fund III has one exit, Raxium who sold to Google the first investment with an exit
in 12 months.

SkipTheDishes - Acquired for C$200M, returning 12x on the initial investment

Two Small Fish Ventures Partner Brandon Zhao is a data visionary
who works with the technical teams at portfolio companies to push
the boundaries of new and emerging technologies.

Vanedge Capital is a Vancouver-based early-stage venture capital fund investing in technology
inflection points in Analytics, Hard Tech, and Computational Biology.

Fund II – $130M (2016) – $73M invested in 20 companies and holds reserves to support these
portfolio companies. 10 portfolio companies are based in Canada, 9 are in the US, and one is
in Indonesia (GoJek). Fund II has exited three companies. The Funds’ top five holdings SpaceX,
Canalyst, Echodyne, GoTo, and Plotly.

In October 2022, Two Small Fish Ventures announced its US$30M Fund III that will invest in
approximately 20 early-stage technology companies.

Allen Lau is a Venture Partner at the firm and a serial entrepreneur.
He leverages his extensive experience to help other founders
succeed.

Investment Thesis

BIPOC-OWNED BUSINESSES

As part of its US$10M TSFV Fund II, the firm invested in 23 companies, including many rising stars.

SpaceX - Fund II invested prior to the launch of Startlink which was a major valuation inflection
point for the company. SpaceX constitutes the Fund II’s largest investment.
Canalyst - acquired by Tegus, a Chicago-based financial intelligence firm serving institutional
investors. Fund II first invested in Canalyst as its initial seed investor in 2016 and remained the
largest shareholder at the exit. The Globe reported the transaction value to be greater than $400M.
Raxium - developed the world’s first monolithic MicroLED for use in electronic displays including
AR and VR. Fund III co-led a US $65M round in Raxium in April 2021. Raxium was bought by
Google on May 4th, 2022. Terms of the transaction were not disclosed, but Pitchbooks reports
the transaction value at $1B US.
Vendasta - Since Vanedge’s investment in the company in 2013, the company’s revenues have
grown substantially, and its product has moved from a point solution and now services 10s
of thousands of registered partners and over 5M SMBs with their Business in a Box platform.
Vanedge continues to own 27% of the company.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

The Vanedge team has strong technical expertise, executive
operating experience, and extensive networks among major
technology company executives, university professors, and top tier
VC funds.

We are thematic investors with deep technology credentials
and a hands-on approach to our investments. We drive superior
returns for our investors through a repeatable investment process
that has been refined over ten years. We pride ourselves on our
ability to identify markets and technologies that are undergoing
rapid growth or change, do deep dives on technology companies,
work with young entrepreneurs to mitigate execution risk and help
our companies raise follow-on capital from marquee, value-added
investors at the right time.

V. Paul Lee, Managing Partner
Moe Kermani, Managing Partner
Amy Rae, Partner
Darren Thomson, Associate
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Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits
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vanedgecapital.com

WOMEN-LED BUSINESSES

Recent Investment Activity
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DIGITAL ASSETS, WEB3

whitestarcapital.com
vistaragrowth.com

AUM:
AUM:
$300M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
GENERAL NETWORKING

Recent Investment Activity

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Investment Thesis

$975 USD

At Vistara, we provide creative growth capital solutions to mid-later stage technology companies
across North America. Very uniquely, we have the flexibility to create tailored debt, equity, or
hybrid solutions to solve for a variety of growth capital needs. Currently investing out of our
4th fund, we seek to deploy $5M to $30M per investment. Founded, managed, and funded by
seasoned technology finance and operating executives, “Vistara” (Sanskrit for “expansion”) is
focused on enabling growth for the ambitious entrepreneurs we invest in, our investors, our
people, and the communities we operate in.

INTERESTS:

Fund I (Inception Date: May 2015):
•
Committed Capital: $25M
•
Number of investments: 4
•
Number of Exits: 4

Fund III (Inception Date: Sept 2018):
•
Committed Capital: US $116M
•
Number of investments: 11
•
Number of Exits: 4

Fund II (Inception Date: Oct 2016):
•
Committed Capital: $45M
•
Number of investments: 6
•
Number of Exits: 5

Fund IV (Inception Date: June 2021):
•
Committed Capital: US $180M (target
$200M+)
•
Number of investments: 8
•
Number of Exits: 0

Select Examples of Exits:
•
Mobify - acquired October 2020 by
Salesforce (NYSE: CRM)
•
You.i TV - acquired December 2020
by WarnerMedia as part of AT&T
(NYSE:T)
•
Backstop Solutions – acquired
February 2021 by ION Analytics
•
BitTitan – acquired October 2021 by
Idera Inc

Select Examples of Investments:
•
ThreatX – Web application and API
protection solutions
•
Alida – Total experience management
software platform
•
Zafin – Relationship banking software
solutions
•
Kore.ai – AI-powered platform for
building virtual assistants
•
Kentik - Network observability,
security and operational intelligence

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Since inception in 2015, Vistara has established a successful track
record in providing dozens of leading technology companies with
creative growth capital solutions towards achieving their objectives.
Our team takes a hands-on approach to supporting a portfolio
company’s growth, providing experience, guidance and the power
of its broad network. Key areas of sector expertise on the team
include Fintech, Healthcare IT, and Cybersecurity / Networking:

Vistara is able to invest across the capital structure as Debt,
Equity, and creative combinations thereof. Our flexibility extends
to size of investment (US$5-30 million), use cases (organic growth,
runway extension, M&A, secondary liquidity and refinancings), and
profile (sponsored-backed or founder controlled). We provide midlater stage technology companies with significant optionality in
accessing the right form and amounts of capital at the right time.
With this flexibility, founders, management teams, and existing
investors can “Own Their Growth” and dilution while maximizing
growth and overall potential.

Randy Garg - Founder & Managing Partner
Noah Shipman - Partner
John O’Donoghue - Principal
Kathleen Kaulins - Director, Investments
Neil Kenley - Director, Investments
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FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS

Investment Thesis
White Star Capital is a global multi-stage technology investment platform that invests in
exceptional entrepreneurs building ambitious, international businesses. Operating across
North America, Europe, and Asia our global presence, perspective, and team enable us to
partner closely with our founders to help them scale internationally.
Our flagship Venture fund invests in technology companies globally across Series A and B, and
our Digital Asset Fund invests in crypto networks and blockchain-enabled companies across
Seed, Series A, and token rounds.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA
ESG METRICS

Recent Investment Activity

Raised in 2021, White Star’s C$446m Fund III has invested in 18 companies and is fully allocated.
The first fund, raised in 2014, had a size of C$90m (18 investments and 10 exits), while the
second, raised in 2018, at a final close of C$232m (17 investments and 4 exits). The firm’s first
specialist C$65m Digital Asset Fund, which was raised in 2020, has made 20 investments. The
second Digital Asset Fund, which held a first close earlier this year, is beginning to be deployed
now.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

WSC’s current investments feature Vention, Borrowell, TIER, Clark, Butternut Box, and Flash
Coffee with several recent IPOS and exits including:
•

Dialogue, Canada’s premier virtual healthcare and wellness platform, had an IPO at
a valuation of C$850m in March 2021.

•

Freshly, a Fund I returner, was acquired by Nestle for $1.5bn in October 2020.

•

Mnubo, which was acquired by Aspen Technologies for C$115m in July 2019.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Eric Martineau-Fortin (Managing Partner) founded WSC and has
two decades of Investment Banking, PE and VC experience across
North America, Western Europe and Asia.

We are a multinational team of founders, operators, advisors and
investors. Brought together by our collective global perspective,
and our extensive experience with startups, we operate at a local
level but connect on a global basis, allowing us to be closer to
our founders and enabling them to benefit from our truly global
networks.

Jean-François Marcoux (Managing Partner) co-founded WSC
and has extensive experience as an entrepreneur and investment
professional, previously co-founded mobile gaming company Ludia.
Christophe Bourque (General Partner) brings 15 years of VC and PE
investment experience in North America and operational experience
as CFO of Averna Technologies.
Other General Partners include Matthieu Lattes, Nick Stocks, Sep
Alavi, Joe Wei, Hemal Fraser-Rawal, Bryan McLoughlin, Patrick
Recasens, Cristina Ventura, and Tony Corbin.
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BACK TO DIRECTORY

BACK TO DIRECTORY
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA
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OTHER OFFICES:
CALGARY, EDMONTON, TORONTO, MONTREAL
IoT
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SaaS

$300M USD

INTERESTS:
FUNDRAISING/SEEKING LIMITED PARTNERS
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
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yaletown.com

whitecapvp.com

AUM:

AI
PT

Investment Thesis
Whitecap focuses on whitespace investing and backing exceptional entrepreneurs driving
disruption in B2B Software and MedTech. Whitecap looks for opportunities where our team has
deep domain expertise and can bring significant operational and strategic value to companies.
Whitecap takes a concentrated approach, leading early-stage rounds (Seed and Series A) and
reserving significant capital for follow-on investing.

AUM:
$335M USD

INTERESTS:
CO-INVESTMENT OR SYNDICATE ON DEAL FLOW
GENERAL NETWORKING

GENERAL NETWORKING

Investment Thesis
Yaletown’s investment thesis focuses on the Intelligent Industry, capitalizing on the convergence
of three key trends—digitalization, transformation, and sustainability. Our funds make equitybased emerging-growth stage investments in the integrated digital technology stack of software,
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning and the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT), which is
disrupting and enabling the digital transformation and modernization across traditional sectors
and industries. We focus on solutions that create new strategic value by both increasing
productivity and efficiency across people and processes, and reinventing products and services,
while reducing carbon impact and resulting in climate resilient growth.
OTHER INVESTMENT CRITERIA

Recent Investment Activity

ESG METRICS

WC I (1993) – 16 investments, 10 exits
WC II (2004) – 7 investments, 5 exits
WC III (2015) – US$75M Fund – 8 core investments, 4 exits
WC IV (2018) – US$90M Fund – 7 core investments

Recent Investment Activity

Yaletown is one of the most active investors in Canada. In the past 36 months, Yaletown has
invested over $85 million into over $1 billion in total financings across more than 40 companies.
Our funds have exited over a dozen companies and taken one company public, for total values
of over $1 billion from just 10 exits in the past 5 years.

Portfolio Companies & Exits

Since inception, Yaletown has managed more than 50+ investments. A few recent examples
include:

WC V (2021) – US$110M Fund – 4 core investments to date, actively investing

Portfolio Companies & Exits

WC V Active Portfolio: Future Fertility, Mash, Altoida, Altrio
WC IV Active Portfolio: GoBolt, Vetster, Nicoya, Felix, Bold, Silofit, PartnerStack
WC III Active Portfolio: Qvella, Bold, Mother Raw, Classcraft
WC I – III Notable Exits:
•
Real Matters TSX IPO in 2017 (IPO market cap >$1B)
•
Protenergy $170M acquisition by Treehouse Foods in 2014
•
Teranet IPO in 2006 (IPO market cap >$2B)
•
Broadband Networks $586M acquisition by Nortel in 1997

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Partners: Carey Diamond, Russell Samuels, Shayn Diamond

The Whitecap team has a 30+ year track record of investing and
managing portfolios across cycles, making Whitecap one of the
longest running Venture Capital firms in Canada. We draw on our
deep expertise and learnings from three decades to support our
portfolio companies and strive to be a trusted advisor and valueadd partner to the founders and management teams. Whitecap
takes a concentrated approach and reserves significant capital to
support portfolio companies as they grow (typically 100%+ of initial
investment is reserved for follow-on investing).

IC Chair: Blaine Hobson
Finance: Kim Coote
Principal: Melissa Belbeck
The Whitecap team has been actively investing in Canadian
companies for over 30 years and through multiple cycles, bringing
a perspective formed over many decades to investment decisions
and supporting portfolio companies. Whitecap team members
have founded companies and worked in various operator and
management roles at private, public, and VC-backed companies,
with a focus on software and healthcare.
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IMPACT INVESTOR

•

GoBolt: led a CAD$75 million growth financing together with INGKA, Ikea’s parent company,
in 2021, enabling the company’s US expansion and the launch of their first zero-emission fleet.

•

EdgeQ: participated in a US$30 million growth financing in 2021, co-led by Lockheed Ventures
and Clear-Sky Ventures, helping the company to extend cloud computing infrastructure at
the network edge to unlock the potential of smart cities, smart manufacturing and logistics.

•

Tasktop: acquired by Planview, generating a 4.3x MoIC and an IRR of 65%

•

Circle Cardiovascular: acquired by Thoma Bravo, generating a 2.8x MOIC and an IRR of 45%

•

Bit Stew Systems: acquired by GE Digital, generating a MoIC of 4.3x and an IRR of 97%

•

GoSecure: led a US$34 million Series E growth financing in 2020, helping the company
scale its market leading cybersecurity MDR platform.

Management Team

What Makes Us Unique

Yaletown’s management team has worked closely together over the
last seven years developing and implementing the firm’s investment
strategies. A “team of peers” relationship exists among them, based
on complementary yet diverse skills, backgrounds and perspectives,
mutual respect, and shared views regarding entrepreneur-centric
venture investing. The investment team includes five Partners
and two Principals, who collectively bring more than 100 years of
technology-industry experience. Among them, they have more than
$1 billion in exits, including the 2017 CVCA VC Deal of the Year.

Yaletown recognizes and deeply values the benefits to the
organization of having a diverse and inclusive culture. We take great
pride in our diverse make-up and the vast perspectives of our people:
59% of our team identify as belonging to a racial or ethnic minority and
56% identify as women. Additionally, we recognize that ESG issues
can have a significant impact on private equity investments. That is
why we created a tailor-made impact management training to help
our companies develop a comprehensive understanding of how ESGmatters impact their business, identify and act on related risks and
opportunities, and inform better decision making.
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